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A Foodie’s Guide
to Capitalism
Understanding the Political
Economy of What We Eat
Eric Holt-Giménez
Foreword by Marion Nestle

Drawing from classical and modern analyses, A
Foodie’s Guide to Capitalism introduces the reader to
the history of our food system and to the basics of
capitalism. In straightforward prose, Holt-Giménez
explains the political economy of why billions go
hungry in the midst of abundance—even as local,
organic, and gourmet food have spread around the
world; why obesity is a global epidemic; and why
land-grabbing, global warming, and environmental
pollution are increasing.
Holt-Giménez offers emblematic accounts—
and critiques—of past and present-day struggles
to change the food system, from “voting with
your fork” to land occupations. We learn about the
potential and the pitfalls of organic and communitysupported agriculture, certified fair trade, microfinance, land trusts, agrarian reform, cooperatives,
and food aid. We also learn about the convergence
of growing social movements using the food system
to challenge capitalism.

AVAILABLE NOW
288 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-659-2
$25.00 | £18.99 | $34.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-660-8
$95.00 | £75.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

is the director of the Institute for Food and Development Policy,
known as Food First, a “people’s think tank” dedicated to ending the injustices that cause
hunger. For over two decades, he has worked with peasant movements in Mexico and
Central America, and has taught and published widely.

ERIC HOLT-GIMÉNEZ

“Lively, timely, and engrossing, this is the only book you need to understand
everything that’s wrong with our industrial, capitalist food systems. A capsule
history, a novice’s guide or refresher course on Marx, deep theoretical and practical understanding of food and farming, all in straightforward, understandable
language; Eric Holt-Giménez is a national and international treasure. He should
be read even—or especially—by people who aren’t foodies.” —SUSAN GEORGE,
AUTHOR, HOW THE OTHER HALF DIES: THE REAL REASONS FOR WORLD HUNGER

“A book for change, a book for the future.” —CARLO PETRINI, AUTHOR AND GOURMET
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Health Care
under the Knife
Moving Beyond Capitalism
for Our Health
Howard Waitzkin
WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM: Matt Anderson, Anne-Emanuelle Birn,

Robb Burlage, Adam Gaffney, Ida Hellander, David Himmelstein,
Rebeca Jasso-Aguilar, Joel Lexchin, Carles Muntaner, Carl Ratner, Judith
Richter, Gordon Schiff, Sarah Winch, Steffie Woolhandler, Rob Wallace

AVAILABLE JANUARY
344 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-674-5
$27.00 | £22.50 | $37.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-675-2
$95.00 | £75.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

Health care professionals, scholars, and activists
describe what’s wrong the U.S. medical system and
how it got this way. Equally important, the book
delivers invaluable guidance on successful efforts for
creating a more humane community and ultimately
gives us hope that our health-care system can be
rescued.
HOWARD WAITZKIN is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Sociology at the University of New Mexico.

Modern Imperialism,
Monopoly Finance
Capital, and Marx’s
Law of Value
Samir Amin
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY
280 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-655-4
$29.00 | £25.00 | $40.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-656-1
$95.00 | £75.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

This new volume includes texts from two of Amin’s
recent works, Three Essays on Marx’s Value Theory
and The Law of Worldwide Value, which have
provoked considerable controversy and correspondence. In the new volume, Amin answers his critics
with a series of letters, clarifying and developing his
ideas.
SAMIR AMIN is director of the Third World Forum in
Dakar, Senegal. He is the author of numerous works.
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Trump in the
White House
Tragedy and Farce
John Bellamy Foster
Foreword by Robert W. McChesney

In Trump in the White House, John Bellamy Foster
does what no other Trump analyst has done before:
he places the president and his administration in
full historical context. Foster reveals that Trump
is merely the endpoint of a stagnating economic
system whose liberal democratic sheen has begun
to wear thin. Beneath a veneer of democracy, we
see the authoritarian rule that oversees decreasing
wages, anti-science and climate-change denialism, a
dying public education system, and expanding prisons and military—all powered by a phony populism
seething with centuries of racism that never went
away.
But Foster refuses to end his book in despair. Inside
his analysis is a clarion call to fight back. Protests,
popular demands, coalitions: everyone is needed.
Change can’t happen without radical, anti-capitalist
politics, and Foster demonstrates that it may yet be
possible to stop the desecration of the Earth; to end
endless war; and to create global solidarity with all
oppressed people.

AVAILABLE NOW
160 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-680-6
$14.95 | £12.99 | $20.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-681-3
$95.00 | £60.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

is editor of Monthly Review and Professor of Sociology at the
University of Oregon. He has written widely on political economy and ecology, including
The Endless Crisis (with Robert W. McChesney) and The Ecological Rift (with Brett Clark
and Richard York).

JOHN BELLAMY FOSTER

“The Trump White House is a neo-fascist project. Resistance is possible, but only
if we name things for what their are and trace Trumpism to its neoliberal roots. ‘To
see what is in front of one’s nose needs a constant struggle,’ said Orwell. Lucky
for us, John Bellamy Foster is doing the work.” —LAURA FLANDERS, AUTHOR AND
BROADCAST JOURNALIST; HOST, THE LAURA FLANDERS SHOW
3
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Mapping My
Way Home
Activism, Nostalgia, and the
Downfall of Apartheid South Africa
Stephanie J. Urdang

AVAILABLE NOW
304 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-667-7
$23.00| £18.99 | $31.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-668-4
$95.00 | £75.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

Born in Cape Town, South Africa, Urdang learned to
hate the apartheid regime from her socialist parents.
At the age of twenty-three, no longer able to tolerate its grotesque iniquities, she chose self-exile and
emigrated to the United States. From the perspective of an anti-apartheid activist, a feminist and
journalist, she tracked and wrote about the slow,
inexorable demise of apartheid, as well as the victory
over Portuguese colonialism in Africa. She trekked
through the liberated zones of Guinea-Bissau;
returned repeatedly to newly independent Mozambique where she witnessed the impact of the conflict
fomented by South Africa against its neighbor; and
participated in the vibrant divestment movement in
the United States.
Urdang’s memoir maps out her quest for the
meaning of home, as she grapples with the power
of nostalgia, and for the lived reality of revolution
with empathy, courage, and a keen eye for historical
and geographic detail. This is a personal narrative,
beautifully told, of a journey traveled by an indefatigable exile who, while yearning for home, continues
to question where, as a citizen of both South Africa
and the United States, she belongs.

STEPHANIE J. URDANG is the author of two books on Africa, And Still They Dance: Women,
War, and the Struggle for Change in Mozambique and Fighting Two Colonialisms: Women
in Guinea-Bissau. She has worked as a gender specialist and advisor on Gender and HIV/
AIDS for the United Nations, and as a freelance journalist. She lives in Montclair, New
Jersey, and returns regularly to South Africa.

“Urdang’s strength and decency and narrative gifts shine throughout
this powerful memoir.” —WILLIAM FINNEGAN, THE NEW YORKER STAFF WRITER;
PULITZER PRIZE WINNER, BARBARIAN DAYS: A SURFING LIFE
4
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The Apocalypse
of Settler
Colonialism
The Roots of Slavery, White
Supremacy, and Capitalism
in Seventeenth-Century North
America and the Caribbean
Gerald Horne
In his latest book, eminent historian Gerald Horne
digs deeply into Europe’s colonization of Africa and
the New World, when, from Columbus’s arrival until
the Civil War, some 13 million Africans and some 5
million Native Americans were forced to build and
cultivate a society extolling “liberty and justice
for all.” The seventeenth century was, according
to Horne, an era when the roots of slavery, white
supremacy, and capitalism became inextricably
tangled into a complex history involving war and
revolts in Europe, England’s conquest of the Scots and
Irish, the development of formidable new weaponry
able to ensure Europe’s colonial dominance, the rebel
merchants of North America who created “these
United States,” and the hordes of Europeans whose
newfound opportunities in this “free” land amounted
to “combat pay” for their efforts as “white” settlers.
Horne provides a deeply researched, harrowing
account of the apocalyptic loss and misery that likely
has no parallel in human history. This is an essential
book that will not allow history to be told by the
victors. It has never been more vital, Horne writes,
“to shed light on the contemporary moment wherein
it appears that these malevolent forces have received
a new lease on life.”

AVAILABLE JANUARY
280 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-663-9
$25.00 | £18.99 | $34.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-664-6
$95.00 | £75.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

GERALD HORNE is John J. and Rebecca Moores Professor of African American History at
the University of Houston. A prolific scholar, he has published more than three dozen
books, including Confronting Black Jacobins and Race to Revolution.

“Gerald Horne is one of the great historians of our time.” —CORNEL WEST
5
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Rethinking
Democracy
Socialist Register 2018
Edited by Leo Panitch and Greg Albo

AVAILABLE NOW

Amid the contradictions of neoliberal capitalism
today, the responsibility to sort out the relationship
between socialism and democracy has never been
greater. No revival of socialist politics in the twentyfirst century can occur without founding new democratic institutions and practices.

296 pages, $29.00
Paper 978-1-58367-671-4

CONTENTS:

e-book available

Dennis Pilon: “The Struggle over Actually Existing Democracy”
Sheila Rowbotham: “Women: Linking Lives with Democracy”
Martijn Konings: “From Hayek to Trump: The Logic of Neoliberal
Democracy”
James Foley & Pete Ramand: “In Fear of Populism:
Referendums and Neoliberal Democracy”
Adam Hilton: “Organized for Democracy? Left Challenges Inside
the Democratic Party”
Natalie Fenton & Des Freedman: “Fake Democracy, Bad News”
Tom Mills: “Democracy and Public Broadcasting”
Nina Power: “Digital Democracy?”
Ramon Ribera Fumaz & Greig Charnock: “Barcelona en Comú:
Urban Democracy and ‘the Common Good’ ”
Sharryn Kasmir: “Cooperative Democracy or Competitiveness?
Rethinking Mondragon”
Leandro Vergara-Camus & Cristobal Kay: “New Agrarian
Democracies? The Pink Tide’s Lost Opportunity”
Michelle Williams: “Practicing Democratic Communism: The
Kerala Experience”
Paul Raekstad: “From Democracy to Socialism, Then and Now”
Ian McKay: “Challenging the Common Sense of Neoliberalism:
Gramsci, Macpherson, and the Next Left”
Alex Demirovic: “Radical Democracy and Socialism”

ALS O AVAI LABL E :

Rethinking Revolution (2017)
The Politics of the Right (2016)
Transforming Classes (2015)
Registering Class (2014)

LEO PANITCH and GREG ALBO are professors in the Department of Political Science at
York University, Toronto.
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Miseducating for
the Global Economy
How Corporate Power Damages
Education and Subverts Students' Futures
Gerald Coles
Describes the intellectually narrow and morally crippling effects of the corporate control of education; how
the imperative for profit maximizes the misunderstanding of communities, nations, and the environment,
even as it minimizes aesthetic appreciation, cultural
expression, and compassion itself. Using this analysis, educators, parents, educational organizations, and
activists can finally begin to craft schooling that truly
serves students and advances global humanity.
GERALD COLES is an educational psychologist who
has written extensively on literacy, learning disabilities, and the politics of education.

AVAILABLE APRIL
288 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-691-2
$24.00 | £20.00 | $33.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-693-6
$95.00 | £70.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

Culture as Politics
Selected Writings of
Christopher Caudwell
edited by David Margolies
“An extraordinary shooting-star crossing
England’s empirical night.”—E. P. THOMPSON
Considered by many to be the most innovative British
Marxist writer of the twentieth century, Christopher
Caudwell was killed in the Spanish Civil War at the
age of 29. In the anti-fascist struggles of the 1930s he
saw that capitalism was a system that could not work
properly and distorted the thinking of the age. Culture
as Politics introduces Caudwell’s work through his most
accessible and relevant writing.

AVAILABLE MARCH
192 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-686-8
$25.00 | $34.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-687-5
$95.00 | $132.95Can

is Professor Emeritus of English
at Goldsmiths, University of London. He is the editor
of the cultural politics journal Red Letters.

DAVID MARGOLIES

e-book available
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From Commune
to Capitalism
How China's Peasants Lost
Collective Farming and
Gained Urban Poverty
Zhun Xu

AVAILABLE JUNE
224 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-698-1
$25.00 | £20.00 | $34.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-699-8
$95.00 | £70.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

Combining historical archives, field work, and critical statistical examinations, Xu argues that China's
decollectivization campaign of the early 1980s was
neither a bottom-up, spontaneous peasant movement nor necessarily efficiency-improving. On the
contrary, the reform was mainly a top-down, coercive campaign, and most of the efficiency gains came
from simply increasing the usage of inputs, such as
land and labor, rather than institutional changes.
ZHUN XU is Assistant Professor of Economics at
Howard University.

India after Naxalbari
Unfinished History
Bernard D'Mello

AVAILABLE JULY
384 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-706-3
$27.00 | £22.00 | $37.95Can

Although the 1967 revolutionary armed peasant uprising in Naxalbari, at the foot of the Indian
Himalayas, was brutally crushed, the insurgency
gained new life elsewhere in India. In fact, this revolt
has turned out to be the world’s longest-running
“people’s war,” and Naxalbari has come to stand for
the road to revolution in India. Bernard D’Mello’s
fascinating narrative traces the circumstances that
gave rise to India’s “1968” decade of revolutionary
humanism—and those that led to the triumph of
the “1989” era of appallingly unequal growth.

Cloth 978-1-58367-707-0
$95.00 | £70.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available
BERNARD D ’ MELLO

is a deputy editor with the
Economic & Political Weekly and a civil rights activist.
8
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The Biofuels
Deception
Going Hungry on
the Green Carbon Diet
Okbazghi Yohannes
Combining meticulous scientific narrative with
devastating economic analysis, The Biofuels Deception argues that the seemingly innovative, hopeful
campaign for “green energy” is actually driven by
bio-technology industries and global grain-trading
corporations. These corporate players are motivated
by a late-capitalist need to cope with a crisis of accumulation; they have no real interest in mitigating
climate change, alleviating poverty, or even creating
“clean” energy. In fact, the manufacture of biochemical, bioplastics, and biomaterials, writes Okbazghi
Yohannes, portends horrific contradictions and disastrous consequences for nature and society.
Actually confronting climate change and the
rampant inequality it engenders, Yohannes says,
requires two steps. The first is to understand the driving socioeconomic forces behind the biofuels industry. The second is to unravel the tapestry of deceit
itself. This book is a necessity for any scholar or environmental activist interested in seeing beyond corporate chimeras to actual environmental solutions.

AVAILABLE JULY
390 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-702-5
$28.00 | £23.00 | $38.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-703-2
$95.00 | £70.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

is Political Science Professor Emeritus at the University of Louisville and author of Eritrea, a Pawn in World Politics.

OKBAZGHI YOHANNES
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The Russians Are
Coming, Again
The First Cold War as Tragedy,
the Second as Farce
Jeremy Kuzmarov and John Marciano

AVAILABLE MAY
256 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-694-3
$19.00 | £16.00 | $26.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-695-0
$95.00 | £70.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

The Cold War waged between the United States and
Soviet Union from 1945 until the latter's dissolution
in 1991 was a great tragedy, resulting in millions of
civilian deaths in proxy wars, and a destructive arms
race that diverted money from social spending and
nearly led to nuclear annihilation. The New Cold War
between the United States and Russia is playing out
as farce—a dangerous one at that.
In this timely new book the authors argue that
the Democrats’ strategy, backed by the corporate
media, of demonizing Russia and Putin in order to
challenge Trump, is not only dangerous, but also,
based on the evidence so far, unjustified, misguided,
and a major distraction. They deliver a panoramic
narrative of the First Cold War, showing it as an alltoo-avoidable catastrophe run by the imperatives of
class rule and political witch-hunts. This important,
necessary book includes accounts of the wisdom
and courage of the First Cold War's victims and dissidents, and will inspire a fresh generation of radicals
in today's new, dangerously farcical times.

JEREMY KUZMAROV is Jay P. Walker Assistant Professor of American History, University
of Tulsa. He is the author of Modernizing Repression: Police Training and Nation-Building
in the American Century and The Myth of the Addicted Army: Vietnam and the Modern War
on Drugs, as well as numerous articles and reviews.

is Professor Emeritus at SUNY Cortland and an antiwar and social
justice activist, scholar, and trade unionist. He is author of The American War in Vietnam:
Crime or Commemoration? and Civic Illiteracy and Education: The Battle for the Hearts and
Minds of American Youth, as well as Teaching the Vietnam War (with William L. Griffen).

JOHN MARCIANO

“An excellent, well-researched effort to remind liberal America of how awful the
Cold War was and how it was based on a cynical exaggeration of a largely fictional
‘Russian threat.’” —DAVID N. GIBBS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, AUTHOR, FIRST DO NO
HARM: HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION AND THE DESTRUCTION OF YUGOSLAVIA
10
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Can the Working
Class Change
the World?
Michael D. Yates
One of the horrors of the capitalist system is that
slave labor, which was central to the formation and
growth of capitalism itself, is still fully able to coexist
alongside wage labor. But, as Karl Marx points out,
it is the fact of being paid for one's work that validates capitalism as a viable socioeconomic structure.
Beneath this veil of “free commerce” lies a foundation of immense inequality. Yet workers have always
rebelled. They've organized unions, struck, picketed, boycotted, formed political organizations and
parties. But, Marx argued, because capitalism is the
apotheosis of class society, it must be the last class
society: it must, therefore, be destroyed. And only
the working class, said Marx, is capable of creating
that change.
In his latest book, Michael D. Yates asks if the
working class can, indeed, change the world. Deftly
factoring in such contemporary elements as the rise
of identity politics and the nature of work itself, Yates
asks if there can, in fact, be a thing called the working class? If so, how might it overcome inherent divisions of gender, race, ethnicity, religion, and location
to become a cohesive and radical force for change?
Forcefully and without illusions, Yates supports his
arguments with relevant, clearly explained data,
historical examples, and his own personal experiences. This book is a sophisticated and prescient
understanding of the working class, and what all of us
might do to change the world.

AVAILABLE AUGUST
224 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-710-0
$19.00 | £16.99 | $26.95Can
Cloth 978-1-58367-711-7
$95.00 | £70.00 | $132.95Can
e-book available

MICHAEL D. YATES is associate editor of Monthly Review and Editorial Director of Monthly

Review Press. For more than three decades, he was a labor educator, teaching working
people in venues across the United States. Among his books are Why Unions Matter and A
Freedom Budget for All Americans (with Paul Le Blanc).
11
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R E C E N T LY P U B L I S H E D

Educational
Justice
Teaching and Organizing against
the Corporate Juggernaut
Howard Ryan
“This is a manifesto to nail to the heavy oak
doors of power.” —WILLIAM AYERS

288 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-613-4
$23.00 | £18.99 | $31.95Can
e-book available

Deconstructs the corporate assault on schools,
assesses the prevailing teachers union responses,
and documents best practices in teaching and organizing. Bold, informative, clearly reasoned, this book
is an education in itself.
has taught college English and
worked for many years in union organizing as well
as in labor journalism. Now retired, he writes and organizes for quality public schools and social justice.

HOWARD RYAN

Union Power
The United Electrical Workers
in Erie, Pennsylvania
James Young
“A wonderfully detailed account of human
courage and solidarity, based on dozens of
interviews with participants . . . a must read for
labor activists and students of labor history.”
—ALAN HART, MANAGING EDITOR, UE NEWS,
FORMER ERIE GE WORKER

256 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-617-2
$29.00| £20.00 | $39.95Can
e-book available

is Professor of History Emeritus at
Edinboro University, Pennsylvania. He has been a
union member all his life and a worker in several
unions, including the SEIU and USWA.

JAMES YOUNG
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R E C E N T LY P U B L I S H E D

A Redder Shade
of Green
Intersections of Science
and Socialism
Ian Angus
“This book is for everyone who wants to build a
broad-based, unified, revolutionary and worldwide struggle on behalf of humanity and the
Earth, putting people and the planet before
profits.” —JOHN BELLAMY FOSTER

160 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-644-8
$22.00 | £17.99 | $30.95Can

is author of several books and editor of
the online ecosocialist journal Climate and Capitalism. He is coauthor of the Belém Ecosocialist Declaration.
IAN ANGUS

e-book available

Facing the
Anthropocene
Fossil Capitalism and the Crisis
of the Earth System
Ian Angus
“Crisp, eloquent, and deeply informed.”
—MIKE DAVIS

“The science on which the Anthropocene
concept is based—and this book does an
excellent job of describing that science—
is crystal clear. We urgently need a societal
discussion about where we are going, and this
book makes a hard-hitting, provocative
contribution.” —WILL STEFFEN, FORMER

280 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-609-7
$19.00 | £15.99 | $26.95Can
e-book available

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL
GEOPHYSICAL-BIOPHYSICAL PROGRAM
13
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R E C E N T LY P U B L I S H E D

The Syriza Wave
Surging and Crashing
with the Greek Left
Helena Sheehan
“Brings the dramatic rollercoaster of Syriza’s
growth, election, and capitulation to
vivid life.” —PAUL MURPHY TD,
MEMBER OF IRISH PARLIAMENT

248 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-625-7

A page-turning blend of political reportage, personal
reflection, and astute analysis describing how the
people of Greece formed, from their own historic roots
of resistance, Syriza—the Coalition of the Radical Left.

$26.00 | £16.99 | $35.95Can
e-book available

HELENA SHEEHAN is Professor Emerita at Dublin City
University, where she taught history of ideas and
media studies.

The Politics
of Immigration
Questions and Answers
SECOND EDITION
Jane Guskin and David L. Wilson
“Brilliantly interrogates this urgent subject
that defines our time.” —RON HAYDUK,
SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

312 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-636-3
$24.00 | £18.99 | $33.95Can
e-book available

Updated and expanded edition confronts stereotypes and disinformation, and provides those who are
undecided about immigration with the facts and clear
reasoning needed to develop an informed opinion.
JANE GUSKIN and DAVID L. WILSON have been writing
since 1990 about immigration, labor, and Latin America and the Caribbean. Both are based in New York City,
where they work for immigrant and labor rights.
14
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R E C E N T LY P U B L I S H E D

Creating an
Ecological Society
Toward a Revolutionary
Transformation
Fred Magdoff and Chris Williams
Foreword by John Bellamy Foster

“We’re shown in these pages that a revolution is
not just possible, but it might actually bring us
great happiness.”—JOANNA KERR, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, GREENPEACE (CANADA)

384 pages

is Professor Emeritus of Plant and Soil
Science at the University of Vermont.
CHRIS WILLIAMS is an environmental activist, teacher,
journalist, and author of Ecology and Socialism: Solutions to Capitalist Ecological Crisis.
FRED MAGDOFF

Paper 978-1-58367-629-5
$25.00 | £20.00 | $34.95Can
e-book available

Karl Marx’s
Ecosocialism
Capital, Nature, and the Unfinished
Critique of Political Economy
Kohei Saito
“Saito’s book is marked by a deep knowledge of
Marxist theory, especially the debate over
Marxism and ecology. Saito also brings
a major new source into the debate,
Marx’s forthcoming notebooks on
ecology.” —KEVIN B. ANDERSON,
AUTHOR, MARX AT THE MARGINS

368 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-640-0
$29.00 | £25.00 | $40.95Can

KOHEI SAITO received his Ph.D. from Humboldt Univer-

e-book available

sity in Berlin. He is editing the complete works of Marx
and Engels, Marx-Engels-Gesamtausgabe (MEGA) Volume IV/18, which includes a number of Marx’s natural
scientific notebooks.
15
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RECENTLY PU BLI S H E D

The Age of
Monopoly Capital
Selected Correspondence of
Paul M. Sweezy and Paul A. Baran,
1949–1964
Edited by Nicholas Baran and John Bellamy Foster

544 pages
Cloth 978-1-58367-652-3
$59.00 | £45.00 | $82.95 Can
e-book available

“Attests to a remarkable friendship through which
two quite different intellectuals traded ideas,
always prodding and encouraging each
other. . . . A model of editing.”
—LEROY ASHBY, REGENTS PROFESSOR EMERITUS,
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

is the son of Paul A. Baran. He is an
attorney and author.

NICHOLAS BARAN

JOHN BELLAMY FOSTER is editor of Monthly Review
and Professor of Sociology at the University of Oregon.

Harbors Rich
in Ships
The Selected Revolutionary Writings
of Miroslav Krleža, Radical Luminary
of Modern World Literature
Miroslav Krleža
Translated and with an introduction by Željko Cipriš

224 pages
Paper 978-1-58367-648-6
$29.00 | £24.00 | $40.95 Can
e-book available

In a body of work that spans more than five dozen
books, including novels, short stories, plays, poetry,
and essays, Krleža focused on a steadfast pursuit of
radical humanism and artistic integrity.
MIROSLAV KRLEŽA (1893–1981) helped found several
literary and political journals, and became a driving
force in Yugoslavian literature.
ŽELJKO CIPRIŠ is Professor of Modern Languages and
Literature at the University of the Pacific.
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The Next Liberation Struggle
Capitalism, Socialism, and
Democracy in Southern Africa
John S. Saul
“Saul’s work is among the most
widely cited analyses of southern
Africa politics.”—Patrick Bond
$22.00 l 384pp

Ruth First and Joe Slovo in the
War against Apartheid
Alan Wieder, Foreword by
Nadine Gordimer
“Enlarges and enriches our understanding of the lives of First and
Slovo.”—Colin Bundy,
University of Oxford
$25.00 l 392pp

Consciencism
Kwame Nkrumah
“Reinterprets Western philosophy in the context of decolonization and development.”
—London Tribune
$12.00 l 122pp

Fanshen
A Documentary of Revolution
in a Chinese Village
William Hinton
“For anyone who wants to
understand the Chinese revolution, the reading of this book is a
necessity.”—London Tribune
$28.95 l 637pp

Return to the Source
Selected Speeches
of Amilcar Cabral
Crystallizes the forces which
gave a new political direction to
Portugal, Angola, Mozambique,
Guinea-Bissau, and Cape Verde.
$15.00 l 112pp

The God Market
How Globalization is Making
India More Hindu
Meera Nanda
Describes how “state-templecorporate complex” now wields
decisive political and economic
power.
$23.00 l 256 pp

Township Politics
Struggles for a New South Africa
Mzwanele Mayekiso
“An insider’s story, one of the
few and one of the very best that
emerged from the crucible of opposition to apartheid.”—CHOICE
$18.00 l 288pp

Korea: Division, Reunification,
and U.S. Foreign Policy
Martin Hart-Landsberg
“This challenging and provocative work reveals the significant
dark side of U.S. foreign policy
toward Korea.”—CHOICE
$18.00 l 266pp

We Are the Poors
Community Struggles
in Post-Apartheid South Africa
Ashwin Desai
“One of the best books yet on
globalization. Desai succeeds
brilliantly.”—Naomi Klein
$19.00 l 180pp

Red Cat, White Cat
China and the Contradictions
of “Market Socialism”
Robert Weil
“Shows how Deng’s use of capitalism to build socialism resulted
in the use of socialism to build
capitalism.—W. Hinton
$16.00 l 288pp

The Unlikely Secret Agent
Ronnie Kasrils
“This is a wonderful book about
a courageous and extraordinary
woman.”—John le Carré
$14.95 l 192pp

The Rise of China and the
Demise of the Capitalist World
Economy
Minqi Li
Contributes to the study of
China’s potential futures.
$20.00 l 240pp

a documentary of revolution in a chinese village

William Hinton
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An Economist’s Travelogue

CHEAP MOTELS AND A HOTPLATE
Michael D. Yates

The Unknown Cultural
Revolution
Life and Change in a Chinese
Village
Dongping Han
Demonstrates the potential of
mass education and empowerment for radical political and
economic transformation.
$20.00 l 192pp

A History of Capitalism,
1500–2000
Michel Beaud
“Clear and accessible . . .
describes the intellectual and
material history of capitalist
development, covering the most
important elements.”—CHOICE
$25.00 l 348pp

China and Socialism
Market Reforms and Class
Struggle
Martin Hart-Landsberg
& Paul Burkett
Analysis of the market reforms in
China and how they are leading
down a capitalist path.
$16.00 l 158pp

Man’s Worldly Goods
Leo Huberman
“The most successful attempt
to date to humanize the ‘dismal
science’ and link the history of
man to the history of economic
theory.”—New Yorker
$20.00 l 352pp

Ralph Miliband and
the Politics of the New Left
Michael Newman
“A very fine biography of a key
figure who for so long deservedly
stood as a beacon on the international left.”—Leo Panitch
$24.00 l 384pp

Monopoly Capital
An Essay on the American
Economic and Social Order
Paul A. Baran & Paul M. Sweezy
A brilliant description of the
economic forces at work in the
main centers of economic power:
the giant corporations.
$23.00 l 416pp

Nobody Called Me Charlie
The Story of a Radical White
Journalist Writing for a Black
Newspaper in the Civil Rights Era
Charles Preston
“A hard-bitten first-hand account
of racism, radicalism, and the
media.”—Dave Zirin
$21.95 l 384 pp

Naming the System
Inequality and Work in the
Global Economy
Michael D. Yates
“A lucid, penetrating examination of the consequences of
globalization.”—CHOICE
$19.00 l 288pp

Cheap Motels and a Hot Plate
An Economist’s Travelogue
Michael D. Yates
“Makes the invisible visible: the
stark and powerful truth of the
haves and have-nots.”
—Studs Terkel
$15.95 l 208pp

The Theory of Capitalist
Development
Paul M. Sweezy
“A trustworthy guide through
the problems of Marxian
economics.”
—Journal of Philosophy
$20.00 l 398pp

Debt, the IMF, and
the World Bank
Sixty Questions, Sixty Answers
Eric Toussaint & Damien Millet
“Unravels the layers of deceit
and distortion.”—Noam Chomsky
$23.00 l 368pp

The Political Economy
of Growth
Paul A. Baran
An analysis of the creation and
use of economic surplus.
$20.00 l 307pp
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THE ABCs OF THE
ECONOMIC CRISIS :
What Working People Need to Know
Fred Magdoff & Michael D. Yates

The GreaT Financial

crisis
causes and consequences
John Bellamy Foster and Fred magdoFF

PB2297 / $19.95

Polylux Marx
An Illustrated Workbook
for Studying Marx’s
Capital
Valeria Bruschi, Antonella
Muzzupappa, Sabine
Nuss, Anne Stecklner, and Ingo Stützle
$25.00 l 136pp

The Great Financial Crisis
Causes and Consequences
John Bellamy Foster and
Fred Magdoff
“A short book long on insight.”
—Bill Moyers
$12.95 l 160pp

Global Imperialism and
the Great Crisis
The Uncertain Future of Capitalism
Ernesto Screpanti
“Well-researched, well-argued;
a tremendous accomplisment.”
—Edward Nell
$23.00 l 256pp

The Invisible Handcuffs of
Capitalism
How Market Tyranny Stifles the
Economy by Stunting Workers
Michael Perelman
“A tonic read in these times of
economic disarray.”
—Paul Adler, USC
$23.00 l 360pp

Imperialism in the Twenty-First
Century
Globalization, Super-Exploitation,
and Capitalism's Final Crisis
John Smith
“Essential to understanding
contemporary capitalism.”
—Jayati Ghosh
$28.00 l 384pp

Railroading Economics
The Creation of the Free Market
Mythology
Michael Perelman
Critique of the rhetoric and
practice of conventional
economic theory.
$22.00 l 224pp

The Endless Crisis
How Monopoly-Finance Capital
Produces Stagnation and
Upheaval from the USA to China
John Bellamy Foster
and Robert W. McChesney
“Compelling.”—Robert Pollin
$22.00 l 228pp

Class Dismissed
Why We Cannot Teach or Learn
Our Way Out of Inequality
John Marsh
“Lays bare [the unwillingness] to
change underlying social structures that sustain inequitable life
chances.”—CHOICE
$19.95 l 256pp

Capitalist Globalization
Consequences, Resistance,
and Alternatives
Martin Hart-Landsberg
“An indispensable guide to the
integration of East Asia into
the multinationals’ networks of
production.”—Leo Panitch
$20.00 l 224 pages

Digital Diploma Mills
The Automation of Higher
Education
David F. Noble
“A wake-up call over the assault on
quality education.”—Ralph Nader
$16.00 l 116pp

America’s Education Deficit and
the War on Youth
Henry A. Giroux
“Sees the truth behind the
rhetoric. Listen to him and act.”
—John Carlos Rowe, USC
$20.00 l 240pp

ECONOMICS

MICHAEL
PERELMAN

“Workers, working conditions, and work itself rarely
draw the attention, let alone concern, of employers or
economists. Michael Perelman fills the void with this
sweeping review of Procrusteanism—the economic
institutions and practices that force people to
accept the discipline of the market. His account
of the degradation of labor gives us a sequel to
Harry Braverman’s Labor and Monopoly Capital.”
—Richard B. Du Boff, professor emeritus of
economics, Bryn Mawr College

Michael Perelman is professor of economics at California
State University at Chico, and the author of numerous books,
including Steal This Idea and Railroading Economics.

HANDCUFFS OF CAPITALISM

—Paul Adler, Chair in Business Policy, Department of Management
& Organization, Marshall School of Business, USC

THE INVISIBLE

“When so much punditry around us is
devoted to finding market-based solutions
to our current woes, this book is a blast
of fresh air, reminding us that the market
is an increasingly destructive institution.
Perelman shows how the market, instead
of serving humanity, is now a Procrustean
monster, demanding imperiously that
humanity fit to its own constraints.
The market gives power to the destructive
practices of business and finance while
stifling the creative potential of labor to address
urgent social needs. Perelman subjects to withering
criticism both the market and the economists who pray to
this false god—a tonic read in these times of economic disarray!”
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The ABCs of the Economic
Crisis
What Working People
Need to Know
Fred Magdoff and
Michael D. Yates
“Tells the story clearly, simply,
and briefly.”—Robert Pollin
$15.00 l 176pp
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CLASS DISMISSED
WHY WE CANNOT TEACH
OR LEARN OUR WAY OUT
OF INEQUALITY

John Marsh

PB3447
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taken up by an informed and energized citizenry—ready to act.”

—Carol Becker, Professor of the Arts and Dean of the School of the Arts, Columbia

University; author, Thinking In Place

empathy, and righteous anger that we have come to associate with

Henry Giroux. Impressive in his unflagging commitment to a public

pedagogy that creates, sustains, and expands our discussions of what
it means to be a citizen and member of a world community. Among so
many strengths, I would single out this book’s attention to the youth
of the world—not as a ‘resources’ to be ‘developed’ and ‘trained,’ but
as our children and our best hope for a just world.”

—David Palumbo-Liu, author, The Deliverance of Others: Reading Literature in a Global Age

AMERICA’S EDUCATION

ent crisis of democracy. We can only hope it will become a manifesto,

“This is classic Giroux in the sense that it contains all the passion,

DEFICIT AND THE WAR ON YOUTH

“Giroux has written a compelling critical discourse analyzing the pres-

“From Mobil/Exxon to presidential candidates, everyone has a cure for

end jobs, our young people are the targets of state-sponsored violence.

Giroux knows personally this situation; this book is his intellectual

autobiography. Listen to him and act.”

—John Carlos Rowe, University of Southern California

Henry A. Giroux is a social critic and educator, and the author of many books.
He currently holds the Global Television Network Chair in English and Cultural
Studies at McMaster University, Ontario.

DEFICIT AND THE

WAR ON YOUTH
Henry A. Giroux

Henry A. Giroux

the ills of education, but as usual Henry Giroux sees the truth behind

the rhetoric. Stop stealing the future from our young people, especially

in the working class. Unable to get decent educations, chained to dead-

AMERICA’S
EDUCATION
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ECOLOGY
The Ecological Rift
Capitalism’s War on the Earth
John Bellamy Foster, Brett Clark,
and Richard York
“Promises to become a basic
resource.”—Fredric Jameson
$26.00 l 544pp

Agriculture and Food in Crisis
Conflict, Resistance, and Renewal
Edited by Fred Magdoff
and Brian Tokar
“Introduces new thinking, new
language, new possibilities.”
—Ricardo J. Salvador, Program
Officer, W.K. Kellogg Foundation
$23.00 l 352pp

Hungry for Profit
The Agribusiness Threat to Farmers, Food, and the Environment
Edited by Fred Magdoff,
John Bellamy Foster,
and Frederick H. Buttel
A political economy of the statesupported corporate takeover of
world food production.
$23.00 l 220pp

A History of World Agriculture
From the Neolithic Age
to the Current Crisis
Marcel Mazoyer and
Laurence Roudart
“A testament to the erudition
of its authors and a defense of
peasant economies victimized by
neoliberal policies.”—Le Matin
$35.00 l 528pp

Marx’s Ecology
Materialism and Nature
John Bellamy Foster
“A must read for anyone who
wants to understand the place of
the ecological dimension within
the Marxist tradition.”
—Helena Sheehan
$23.00 l 312pp

Ecology Against Capitalism
John Bellamy Foster
“A fine, well-timed book.
Balanced and clear-headed.”
—Tom Athanasiou
$23.00 l 160pp

Vulnerable Planet
A Short Economic History
of the Environment
John Bellamy Foster
“A fine contribution to a critical
sociology of important environmental issues.”
—Contemporary Sociology
$15.00 l 176pp

The Ecological Revolution
Making Peace with the Planet
John Bellamy Foster
“Demonstrates that questions
of ecology cannot be separated
from questions of economics.”
—Howard Zinn
$17.95 l 328pp

The Art of Democracy
A Concise History of Popular
Culture in the United States
Jim Cullen
“Demonstrates a sophisticated
understanding of complex cultural forces.”—Publishers Weekly
$21.00 l 384pp

Crooked Deals and Broken
Treaties
How American Indians Were
Displaced by White Settlers in
the Cuyahoga Valley
John Tully
“A maserful case study.”
—Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
$19.00 l 144pp

What Every Environmentalist
Needs To Know about Capitalism
Fred Magdoff and
John Bellamy Foster
“Relentlessly persuasive.”
—Naomi Klein
$16.00 l 187pp

Killing Me Softly
Toxic Waste, Corporate Profit,
and the Struggle for Environmental Justice
Eddie J. Girdner and Jack Smith
$19.00 l 176pp

AGRICULTURE

AND FOOD

IN CRISIS
co nf li ct, re s i sta nce, a nd re newa l

fred magdoff and brian tokar
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““Pathbreaking . . . Their story is our story, and thanks to Horne,
we can now study its flow in a single, and profound, narrative.””
—HE NRY L OUIS G ATE S , J R.

RACE to
REVOLuTION
The United States and Cuba during
M Slavery and Jim Crow y

revolution

G E R A L D H O R N E is John and Rebecca Moores Professor of African-American History at the
University of Houston. He is the author of more than two dozen books, including The CounterRevolution of 1776, Negro Comrades of the Crown, Mau Mau in Harlem?, From the Barrel of a
Gun, and Class Struggle in Hollywood, 1930-1950.

to

““Horne offers new insights and thoughtful analysis of the
comparative and at time complementary circumstances of slavery
and racial animus in Cuba and the United States, and in the
process reveals a new dimension to the complexities of the CubaU.S. problematic. Race to Revolution is a very much welcome and
important contribution to the scholarship on the workings of transnational systems.””
—L O UIS A. PEREZ, J R., University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill

race

““Gerald Horne”s epic history will help many readers understand
the special relationship between slavery, African Americans, and
Cuba over the centuries. Horne continues in the deep tradition of
Frederick Douglass, who described Cuba as “the great western slave
mart of the world.” Horne is in the forefront of historians laboring
to revise the entire story of the Americas until the broken pieces
are mended.””
—T OM H AY DEN

The U ni te d State s a nd Cuba dur ing Sl ave ry a nd Jim Crow

—HENRY L O UIS GAT ES, J R., Harvard University

Gerald
Horne

Gerald Horne
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A FREEDOM BUDGET
FOR ALL AMERICANS
Recapturing the Promise of the Civil Rights Movement
in the Struggle for Economic Justice Today
PAUL LE BLANC and MICHAEL D. YATES

Race to Revolution
The United States and Cuba during
Slavery and Jim Crow
Gerald Horne
“Reveals how the histories of Cuba
and the U.S. have always been
closer and more turbulent than the
ninety miles separating them.”
—Henry Louis Gates, Jr.
$29.00 l 429pp

In Our Time
The Chamberlain-Hitler Collusion
Clement Leibovitz and
Alvin Finkel, Introduction by
Christopher Hitchens
“Strongly recommended because
of its revisionist analysis.”
—CHOICE
$18.00 l 316pp

A Freedom Budget for
All Americans
Recapturing the Promise of the
Civil Rights Movement in the
Struggle for Economic Justice Today
Paul Le Blanc and Michael D. Yates
“A dazzling gem of socialist
scholarship.”—Alan Wald
$18.00 l 320pp

Inventing Western Civilization
Thomas C. Patterson
“This wonderful book effectively dethrones the concept of
‘civilization’ as an abstract good,
transcending human society.”
—Martin Bernal
$16.00 l 144pp

Silvertown
The Lost Story of a Strike that
Shook London and Helped Launch
the Modern Labor Movement
John Tully
“This is history at its best.”
—Bryan Palmer, Trent University
$28.95 l 288pp l cloth only

The Devil’s Milk
A Social History of Rubber
John Tully
“Narrates a centuries-long account of a commodity as essential to the modern world as oil
or steel with great passion and
compassion.”—Greg Grandin
$24.95 l 480pp

The American War in Vietnam
Crime or Commemoration?
John Marciano
“A newer history of the war
that provides analysis on how
it is being misremembered and
misused.”—W.D. Ehrhart
$18.00 l 198pp

Cultures of Darkness
Night Travels in the Histories of
Transgression
Bryan D. Palmer
“A work of history whose ambition and originality take one
aback. A rare achievement.”
—Left History
$28.00 l 609pp

Confronting Black Jacobins
The United States, the Haitian
Revolution, and the Origins of
the Dominican Republic
"A tour de force of historical excavation.”— Michael Eric Dyson
$29.00 l 424pp

Columbus: His Enterprise
Exploding the Myth
Hans Koning
“The book is an idea that has
finally found its time.”
—Publishers Weekly
$13.00 l 141pp

pb2310 / $24.95

history

“A wonderfully fascinating social history of rubber’s terrors (including
slavery and Nazi extermination camps) and pleasures (condoms, among
others). Tully is an insightful historian and he narrates this centuries-long
account of a commodity as essential to the modern world as oil or steel with
great passion and compassion.” —greg grandin , author, Fordlandia:
The Rise and Fall of Henry Ford’s Forgotten Jungle City; professor of
history, New York University
“John Tully has done an extraordinary job tying together the disparate
elements—historical, geographical, sociological, anthropological—of the
rubber industry. He provides a deft treatment of a complicated and typically
overlooked natural (and synthetic) resource that remains fundamental to the
world economy. I strongly recommend it.” —john borsos , vice-president,
National Union of Healthcare Workers (NUHW)
Capital, as Marx once wrote, comes into the world “dripping from
head to foot, from every pore, with blood and dirt.” He might
well have been describing the long, grim history of rubber.
From the early stages of primitive accumulation to the
heights of the industrial revolution and beyond, rubber
is one of a handful of commodities that has played a
crucial role in shaping the modern world, and yet laboring
people around the globe have every reason to regard it as “the devil’s
milk.” All the advancements made possible by rubber—industrial machinery,
telegraph technology, medical equipment, countless consumer goods—have occurred
against a backdrop of seemingly endless exploitation, conquest, slavery, and war. But, as
John Tully reminds us, the vast terrain of rubber production has always been a site of struggle,
and the oppressed who toil closest to “the devil’s milk” in all its forms have never accepted
their immiseration without a fight.
This book, the product of exhaustive scholarship carried out in many countries and on several
continents, is destined to become a classic. With the skill of a master historian and the elegance
of a novelist, Tully presents what amounts to a history of the modern world told through the
multiple lives of rubber.

john tully

is Lecturer in Politics and History at Victoria University in Melbourne,
Australia. Among his other books are A Short History of Cambodia: From Empire to Survival,
and two novels, Dark Clouds on the Mountain and Death Is the Cool Night.
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Magnus
Hirschfeld
The Origins of the Gay Liberation Movement

Ralf Dose

THE

DEVIL’S MILK

Magnus Hirschfeld
The Origins of the Gay
Liberation Movement
Ralf Dose
“One of the forgotten giants of
history. . . . This history needs to
be known.”—John D’Emilio
$23.00 l 144pp l cloth only
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History / Race / Cuba-U.S. Relations

““In his pathbreaking book, Gerald Horne reveals how the histories
of Cuba and the United States, from the slave trade to Jim Crow
and the Cold War, have always been closer and more turbulent
than the ninety miles separating them across the Straits of Florida.
Indeed, one cannot possibly understand the journey from bondage
to freedom in America without wrestling with its consequences
for the people of African descent in Cuba. Their story is our story,
and thanks to Horne, we can now study its flow in a single, and
profound, narrative.””

Hell’s Kitchen and the Battle
for Urban Space
Class Struggle and Progressive Reform in New York City, 1894–1914
Joseph J. Varga
“Alters our historical understandings and perspectives [of space] in
powerful ways.”—Antipode
$20.00 l 272 pp
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HISTORY | LABOR
Save Our Unions
Dispatches from a
Movement in Distress
Steve Early
“Shows what it takes to defend
democracy, workers rights, and
social justice unionism when all
are under attack by big business.”—Dolores Huerta
$22.00 l 344pp

Labor and Monopoly Capital
The Degradation of Work in the
Twentieth Century
Harry Braverman
“One of the most influential
books of our time, and it
deserves to be.”
—David Montgomery
$21.00 l 460p

Embedded with Organized Labor
Journalistic Reflections
on the Class War at Home
Steve Early
“A voice of distinctive clarity,
honesty, and intellectual seriousness in and about the labor
movement.”—Adolph Reed, Jr.
$17.95 l 288pp

Labor Pains
Inside America’s New Union
Movement
Suzan Erem
“I love it! It’s about time somebody wrote about union organizing as the adventure it truly is!”
—Barbara Ehrenreich
$18.00 l 256pp

Worked to the Bone
Race, Class, Power, and Privilege
in Kentucky
Pem Davidson Buck
“A powerful new historical
ethnography and compelling call
to arms for scholars and citizens
alike.”—Anthropology
$19.00 l 284pp

Lettuce Wars
Ten Years of Work and Struggle
in the Fields of California
Bruce Neuburger
“Exquisite descriptions of the
work, lovely accounts of the
people who do it, and a unique
view of farm worker politics.”
—Frank Bardacke
$22.95 l 416pp

Not Automatic
Women and the Left in the Forging of the Auto Workers’ Union
Sol Dollinger and Genora
Johnson Dollinger
“Important to our understanding
of the early years of the UAW.”
—Labour/LeTravail
$25.00 l 214pp

The Making of a Cybertariat
Virtual Work in a Real World
Ursula Huws
“An inspiring account of computerization’s consequences for the
global distribution of paid as well
as unpaid labor.”—International
Review of Social History
$19.00 l 208pp

On the Global Waterfront
The Fight to Free the Charleston 5
Suzan Erem and
E. Paul Durrenberger
“There are lessons from which
we must all learn if we are to
hope for a better future.”
—Rep. James E. Clyburn
$17.95 l 240pp

Labor in the Global Digital
Economy
The Cyberariat Comes of Age
Ursula Huws
“Ursula Huws is without peer as
an analyst of life in contemporary capitalism.”—Leo Panitch
$19.00 l 208pp

Wisconsin Uprising
Labor Fights Back
Edited by Michael D. Yates
“A crucial study of the exhilarating fight-back.”
—Matthew Rothschild
$19.00 l 184pp

We, The People
The Drama of America
Leo Huberman
“Combines the art of a fiction
writer with the skill of a
historian.”—The Nation
$18.00 l 372pp
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Faces of Latin America
4th Edition, Completely Revised
Duncan Green with Sue Branford
“A sparkling and elegant primer.
Far and away the best overall
introduction to the subject.”
—History Workshop Journal
$21.00 l 272pp

Studs Terkel
Politics, Culture, but Mostly
Conversation
Alan Wieder
“A deep, nuanced, and rich
chronicle.”—Maya Schenwar,
editor-in-chief, Truthout.org
$19.95 l 242pp

Days and Nights of Love
and War
Eduardo Galeano
“Succeeds not only because of
its sociopolitical authenticity
but because of its interweaving
of anger and tenderness, elation
and sorrow.”—The Nation
$16.00 l 184pp

Insurgent Images
The Agitprop Murals of
Mike Alewitz
Paul Buhle & Mike Alewitz
“An eloquent voice for the
hopes of workers.”—Martin Sheen
$28.00 l 160pp

Why Unions Matter
Michael D. Yates
“For activists just coming on the
scene or veterans looking for that
missing overview, this is the best
place to start.”—Kim Moody
$17.95 l 240pp

pb3249
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“The best introductory book going on
Latin America. An invaluable resource.”
—International Affairs
Faces of Latin America has sold more than 50,000 copies since it first
appeared in 1991, and is widely considered to be the best available
introduction in English to the economies, politics, demography, social
structures, environment, and cultures of Latin America.
This new edition is thoroughly updated and covers recent developments
in Latin America such as the growing costs of export agriculture, the
rise of Brazilian manufacturing, connections between the war on drugs
and the war on terror, the social costs of neoliberalism, the Argentinian
default, the search for new economic models in Venezuela and elsewhere,
the decline in direct U.S. military intervention in the region, growing
urbanization, urban poverty and casual employment, outmigration and the
importance of family remittances from abroad, rampant environmental
destruction, the struggles of indigenous movements, and more.

d u n c a n g r e e n is Head of Research at Oxfam. He has worked as a

teacher, journalist, and researcher throughout Latin America. He is the
author of many books; his most recent one is From Poverty to Power.

s u e b r a n f o r d worked as a foreign correspondent in Latin America

in the 1970s and 1980s. She has worked for the Financial Times, the
Guardian, the BBC World Service, and is currently an editor at Latin
America Bureau.
$19.00

£13.99
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Taking Care of Business
Samuel Gompers, George Meany,
Lane Kirkland, and the Tragedy of
American Labor
Paul Buhle
“Buhle’s synthesis is impressive.”—New Labor Forum
$18.00 l 224pp

A HIS
T

Race in Cuba
Essays on Revolution
and Racial Inequality
Esteban Morales Domínguez
“One of the most important and
influential commentators on
Cuban race relations today.
Essential.”—CHOICE
$19.95 l 244pp
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Your Time is Done Now
Slavery, Resistance, and Defeat:
The Maroon Trials of Dominica
(1813–1814)
Polly Pattullo
“A new window onto the past
[and] the cruelty of Caribbean
slavery.”—Adam Hochschild
$23.00 l 176 pages

LA

CK AD

The Economic War
against Cuba
A Historical and Legal Perspective on the U.S. Blockade
Salim Lamrani
“Brilliant. A comprehensive
and systematic exposition and
critique.”—James Petras
$15.00 l 144pp

BLO

Reclaiming the Ivory Tower
Organizing Adjuncts to Change
Higher Education
Joe Berry
“A vital contribution to the
most urgent subject on many a
campus.”—Paul Buhle
$13.00 l 160pp

.S.

One Day in December
Celia Sánchez and the Cuban
Revolution
Nancy Stout
Foreword by Alice Walker
“A mature exploration of a liberated, adventuresome, and driven
personality.”—Alice Walker
$28.95 l 472pp l cloth only

WAR AGAINST

CUBA

S A L I M
L A M R A N I
PROLOGUE BY

FOREWORD BY

WAY N E S.
SMITH

PAUL
ESTRADE

RACE
CUBA
IN

ESSAYS ON THE
REVOLUTION AND
RACIAL INEQUALITY

4th

EDITION

FA C E S of L AT I N A M E R I C A

The Power in Our Hands
A Curriculum on the History of
Work and Workers in the U.S.
Norman Diamond and
William Bigelow
Provides entertaining, easy-touse lesson plans for teaching
labor history.
$23.00 l 184pp

CA

L A B O R | L AT I N A M E R I C A & C A R I B B E A N

DUNCAN
GREEN

ESTEBAN MORALES

DOMÍNGUEZ

“A sparkling and elegant primer. Far and away the best overall
introduction to the subject.”—History Workshop Journal

F A Cof E S

L AT I N
AMERICA
4th E D I T I O N

DUNCAN
GREEN
WITH

SUE BRANFORD

SUE
BRANFORD
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SALIM LAMRANI
PREFACE BY

SL2.indd 1

EDUARDO GALEANO

3/21/2014 1:41:23 PM

Cuba, the Media, and
the Challenge of Impartiality
Salim Lamrani
Foreword by Eduardo Galeano
“Brilliant and important—for
understanding Cuba and the
challenges to truth in information.” —Margaret Randall
$16.00 l 160pp

Open Veins of Latin America
Five Centuries of the Pillage
of a Continent
Eduardo Galeano
Introduction by Isabel Allende
“A superbly written and powerfully persuasive exposé . . . a
must-read.”—CHOICE
$22.00 l 360pp

Paramilitarism and the Assault
on Democracy in Haiti
Jeb Sprague
“A major and provocative contribution to our understanding of
the travail of Haitian paramilitarism since 1986.”—Robert Fatton
$23.95 l 375pp

Cuba and the U.S. Empire
A Chronological History
Jane Franklin
“A book that no serious student
of U.S.-Cuba relations can afford
to be without.”—Philip Brenner,
American University
$25.00 l 456pp

Haiti, State Against Nation
The Origins and Legacy of
Duvalierism
Michel-Rolph Trouillot
“This book will appeal to scholars
interested in Haiti in particular
and national development in
general.”—Library Journal
$22.00 l 288pp

Che Guevara
His Revolutionary Legacy
Olivier Besancenot and
Michael Löwy
“Presents Che as a man whose
democratic dreams resonate
with new energy and urgency
today.”—Bill Ayers
$16.95 l 144pp
Shadows of Tender Fury
The Letters and Communiques
of Subcomandante Marcos and
the Zapatista Army of National
Liberation
Transl. by Frank Bardacke, Leslie
López, and the Watsonville, Calif.
Human Rights Committee
$15.00 l 272pp

Reminiscences of
the Cuban Revolutionary War
Che Guevara
“If Guevara had spent his time at
the typewriter instead of leading
revolutionaries, then this world
would be hailing a new giant
in literature.”—Cleveland Press
$16.00 l 256pp
A Hidden History of
the Cuban Revolution
How the Working Class Shaped
the Guerrillas's Victory
Steve Cushion
“A tour de force in archival and
oral history.”— Jean Stubbs,
author, Cuba: The Test of Time
$27.00 l 272pp

Silent Revolution
The Rise and Crisis of Market
Economics in Latin America
Duncan Green
“Green writes clearly and with
polish, producing a book that
has proven to be accessible and
interesting.”—CHOICE
$25.00 l 272pp

Mexico’s Revolution
Then and Now
James D. Cockcroft
“An unrivalled classic.”
—Dr. Jacinto Barrea Bassols
$14.95 l 176pp

Understanding the Venezuelan
Revolution
Hugo Chávez Talks to
Marta Harnecker
Reveals the educated, brilliant,
revolutionary leader.
$15.95 l 216pp
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How Venezuela and Cuba Are Changing
the World’s Conception of Health Care

REVOLUTIONARY

DOCTORS

Steve Brouwer

Revolutionary Doctors
How Venezuela and Cuba Are
Changing the World’s
Conception of Healthcare
Steve Brouwer
“Shows that another world is
possible.”—Steffie Woolhandler
$18.95 l 256pp

The Marxian Imagination
Representing Class in Literature
Julian Markels
Innovative recasting of Marxist
literary theory and a powerful account of the ways class is
represented in literary texts.
$19.00 l 160pp

Censorship, Inc.
The Corporate Threat to Free
Speech in the United States
Lawrence Soley
“Hard-hitting exposé on numerous examples of corporate
suppression of free speech.”
—Communication Booknotes
$24.00 l 320pp

The Mythology of Imperialism
A Revolutionary Critique of British Literature and Society in the
Modern Age, New Edition
Jonah Raskin
Key text that helped usher in the
field of postcolonial studies.
$19.95 l 320pp

Law and the Rise of Capitalism
Michael E. Tigar and
Madeleine R. Levy
Traces the role of law and lawyers in European bourgeoisie’s
conquest of power.
$20.00 l 320pp

Anarchism
From Theory to Practice
Daniel Guerin
Introduction by Noam Chomsky
“Perhaps the best introduction
to anarchism.”—New Statesman
$16.00 l 166pp

The People’s Lawyer
The Center for Constitutional
Rights and the Fight for Social
Justice, from Civil Rights
to Guantánamo
Albert Ruben
“Read this book.”
—Amy Goodman
$17.95 l 200pp

In Walt We Trust
How a Queer Socialist Poet Can
Save America from Itself
John Marsh
“Once every generation, we need
a book like this to remind us
why is is still so essential to keep
Whitman close at hand.”—Walt
Whitman Quarterly Review
$18.00 l 288pp

Great Tradition in English
Literature
From Shakespeare to Shaw
Annette T. Rubinstein
A study of the social and political
significance of the great English
writers.
$45.00 l 2 volume set

Build It Now
Socialism for the
Twenty-First Century
Michael A. Lebowitz
“An elegant, passionate, and
entirely convincing argument for
socialism.”—Patrick Bond
$15.00 l 128pp

Babouk
Guy Endore
Foreword by Jamaica Kincaid
Provides a living history of Haiti
and a compelling account of
slavery and rebellion.
$25.00 l 352pp

The Challenge and Burden
of Historical Time
Socialism in the
Twenty-First Century
István Mészáros
$29.95 l 478pp

O
IN WALT
WE TRUST
john marsh

How a queer socialist poet can save America from itself

The Challenge
and Burden of
Historical Time
Socialism in the
Twenty First Century

István Mészáros
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Three Essays on Marx’s Value
Theory
Samir Amin
“Amin remains an essential point
of reference, and an inspiration.”
—Marx & Philosophy Review of
Books
$20.00 l 96pp l cloth only

Beyond Capital
Toward a Theory of Transition
István Mészáros
“Not only profound in its analysis, but passionately inspired
by sympathy for the downtrodden.”—The Nation
$45.00 l 994pp

The Implosion of Contemporary
Capitalism
Samir Amin
“Brilliantly analyzes the financial
collapse, the debt crisis, and the
rise of political Islam.”
—Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz
$18.00 l 160pp

The Necessity of Social Control
István Mészáros
Foreword by John Bellamy Foster
“No living Marxist philosopher
has done more to clarify and to
show the continuing relevance
of Marx’s most important
theories.”—Bertell Ollman
$32.00 l 328pp

E.P. Thompson and the
Making of the New Left
Essays and Polemics
Edited by Cal Winslow
“Winslow’s invaluable anthology
is a gift to the new generation.”
—Mike Davis
$23.00 l 333pp

The World We Wish to See
Revolutionary Objectives in
the Twenty-First Century
Samir Amin
“Deals with a wide variety of
issues with magnificent ease and
simplicity.”—International Journal
of Middle East Studies
$15.95 l 144pp

The Theory of Monopoly
Capitalism, NEW EDITION
An Elaboration of Marxian
Political Economy
John Bellamy Foster
“Clear and powerful.”—CHOICE
$22.00 l 320pp

Reconstructing Lenin
An Intellectual Biography
Tamás Krausz

Ma r xism / Economics

“Marxian political economy, Samir Amin observes
in Three Essays on Marx’s Value Theory, has all too
often been content with the mere exegesis of Marx’s
texts while failing to utilize his method to extend the
critique of capitalism to the present. Representing a
sharp departure from this, Amin’s revolutionary new
work, Three Essays on Marx’s Value Theory, outlines
the fundamental changes in the analysis of the system,
including value theory, that are necessary in order
to understand today’s ‘capitalism of generalized,
financialized, and globalized monopolies.’ Three
Essays on Marx’s Value Theory is an indispensable part
of the theoretical synthesis that Amin has offered in
recent years, including The Law of Worldwide Value
(2010) and The Implosion of Contemporary Capitalism
(2013). To say that I highly recommend it to all
of those concerned with these issues would be an
understatement.”
—J ohn Bel l a my F oster , editor of Monthly Review

Three Essays on Marx’s Value Theory
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Three Essays on Marx’s
Value Theory

Samir Amin

In this slim, insightful volume, noted economist Samir Amin returns to the core of
Marxian economic thought: Marx’s theory
of value. He begins with the same question that Marx, along with the classical
economists, once pondered: how can every
commodity, including labor power, sell at
its value on the market and still produce a
profit for owners of capital? While bourgeois
economists attempted to answer this question according to the categories of capitalist
society itself, Marx sought to peer through
the surface phenomena of market transactions and develop his theory by examining
the actual social relations they obscured. The
debate over Marx’s conclusions continues to
this day.

monthly review press

Amin defends Marx’s theory of value against
its critics and also tackles some of its trickier aspects. He examines the relationship
between Marx’s abstract concepts—such as
“socially necessary labor time”—and how
they are manifested in the capitalist marketplace as prices, wages, rents, and so on.
He also explains how variations in price are
affected by the development of “monopolycapitalism,” the abandonment of the gold
standard, and the deepening of capitalism as
a global system. Amin extends Marx’s theory
and applies it to capitalism’s current trajectory in a way that is unencumbered by the
weight of orthodoxy and unafraid of its own
radical conclusions.

10/18/2013 10:41:53 AM

MARXISM / PHIL OSOPHY

“István Mészáros is one of the greatest philosophers that the historical
materialist tradition has yet produced. His work stands practically alone today in
the depth of its analysis of Marx’s theory of alienation, the structural crisis
of capital, the demise of Soviet-style post-revolutionary societies, and
the necessary conditions of the transition to socialism.”
—JOHN BELLAMY FOSTER , from the foreword

“The Pathfinder” of 21st Century Socialism —Hug o Ch áv e z

TH E N ECESSITY
of SO CIA L CO N TR O L
István Mészáros

Foreword by John Bellamy Foster

I S T VÁ N M É S Z Á R O S

ISTVÁN MÉSZÁROS is a world-renowned philosopher and critic. He left his
native Hungary after the Soviet invasion of 1956. He is professor emeritus at the
University of Sussex, where he held the chair of philosophy for fifteen years.
Among his many books are Social Structure and Forms of Consciousness Volumes
I and II, The Work of Sartre, The Structural Crisis of Capital, The Challenge and
Burden of Historical Time, Beyond Capital: Toward a Theory of Transition, and
Marx’s Theory of Alienation.

THE NECESSITY OF SOCIAL CONTROL

Praise for István Mészáros

“For me, István Mészáros is one of the few people who has made essential
contributions to the body of Marxist thought. Like Marx, he is not
easy to read, but he is definitely worth the effort.”
—MICHAEL A. LEBOWITZ , author, The Contradictions of “Real Socialism”

“No living Marxist philosopher has done more to clarify and to show the continuing
relevance of Marx’s most important theories than István Mészáros.”
—BERTELL OLLMAN , author, Dance of the Dialectic

M O N T H LY R E V I E W PR E S S
146 West 29th Street, Suite 6W
New York, New York 10001

www.monthlyreview.org
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WINNER DEUTSCHER MEMORIAL PRIZE

“Magnificent. A rich work of
radical scholarship.”—Links
International Journal of Socialist
Renewal
$34.00 l 552pp

The Postmodern Prince
Critical Theory, Left Strategy,
and the Making of a New
Political Subject
John Sanbonmatsu
“Admirably explicates the
problems of postmodern theory.”
—CHOICE
$29.00 l 272pp

Walter A. Rodney
A Promise of Revolution
Edited by Clairmont Chung
“Reminds us of what a seminal
historical figure Rodney was.”
—Edward A. Alpers
$23.00 l 208pp

Radical Perspectives on the
Rise of Fascism in Germany,
1919 to 1945
Edited by Michael N. Dobkowski
and Isidor Walliman
$18.00 l 336pp

The Socialist Alternative
Real Human Development
Michael A. Lebowitz
One of the foremost works in the
new theory of socialist transition.
$15.95 l 195pp
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The Contradictions of “Real
Socialism”
The Conductor and
the Conducted
Michael A. Lebowitz
“Where fresh insights are rare indeed, Lebowitz provides a bundle
of them.”—Paul Buhle
$15.95 l 192 pp

José Carlos Mariátegui
An Anthology
Edited and translated by Harry E.
Vanden and Marc Becker
“The most comprehensive collections by one of the most creative
Marxist thinkers of the twentieth
century.”—Carlos Vilas
$29.95 l 480pp

The Communist Manifesto
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels
Foreword by Paul M. Sweezy
$10.00 l 128pp

Eurocentrism
Samir Amin
“Ranges from the spread of
Hellenism with the conquest
of Alexander the Great to the
triumphs of imperialism and
transnational capitalism of the
1980s.”—Martin Bernal
$17.95 l 288pp
$17.95 | PB2075

HISTORY | PHILOSOPHY

Consistently subversive of the established pieties of the West, this book breaks
new theoretical and historiographical ground by outlining a compelling nonEurocentric vision of world history. This second edition contains a new introduction
and concluding chapter, both of which make the author’s arguments even more
compelling.

PRAISE FOR THE FIRST EDITION:

“Samir Amin’s fascinating book on the crucially important subject of Eurocentrism
ranges from the spread of Hellenism with the conquest of Alexander the Great
to the triumphs of imperialism and transnational capitalism of the 1980s. While
essentially thoughtful and analytical, this study is quite rightly informed with
outrage against European arrogance and with sympathy for the non-European
victims on the periphery of the present system.”— MARTIN BERNAL, author of
Black Athena: The Afroasiatic Roots of Classical Civilization

Monthly Review Press
146 W 29th Street, Suite 6W
New York NY 10001
www.monthlyreview.org

Samir Amin

SAMIR AMIN was born in Egypt in 1931 and received his Ph.D.
in economics in Paris in 1957. He is currently the director of
UNITAR, a United Nations research institute in Dakar, Senegal.
An economic consultant to many Third World countries, he is
the author of numerous books, including The World We Wish to
See, Accumulation on a World Scale, Unequal Development, NeoColonialism in West Africa, Empire of Chaos, and Re-Reading the
Postwar Period, all published by Monthly Review Press.

EUROCENTRISM

Since its first publication twenty years ago, Eurocentrism has become a classic of
radical thought. Written by one of the world’s foremost political economists, this
original and provocative essay takes on one of the great “ideological deformations”
of our time: Eurocentrism. Rejecting the dominant Eurocentric view of world history, which narrowly and incorrectly posits a progression from the Greek and Roman
classical world to Christian feudalism and the European capitalist system, Amin
presents a sweeping reinterpretation that emphasizes the crucial historical role
played by the Arab Islamic world. Throughout the work, Amin addresses a broad set
of concerns, ranging from the ideological nature of scholastic metaphysics to the
meanings and shortcomings of contemporary Islamic fundamentalism.

Samir Amin

Cover illustration: Close-up of artist’s rendering of a zonal world map,
produced by the Arab cartographer al-Idrisi in 1154. The map shows the
centrality of the regions influenced by Islam, placing a shrunken Europe
on the periphery of the Mediterranean world.
Cover design: Joanne Chew

On the Relation Between Gramsci and Machiavelli

Antonio Gramsci is a giant of Marxian thought and one of the world’s greatest
cultural critics. Antonio A. Santucci was perhaps the world’s preëminent
Gramsci scholar. Monthly Review Press is proud to publish, for the first time
in English, Santucci’s masterful intellectual biography of the great Sardinian
scholar and revolutionary.
Gramscian terms such as “civil society” and “hegemony” are much used in
everyday political discourse. Santucci warns us, however, that these words have
been appropriated by both radicals and conservatives for contemporary and
often self-serving ends that often have nothing to do with Gramsci’s purposes
in developing them. Rather what we must do, and what Santucci illustrates time
and again in his dissection of Gramsci’s writings, is absorb Gramsci’s methods.
These can be summed up as the suspicion of “grand explanatory schemes,” the
unity of theory and practice, and a focus on the details of everyday life. The
rigor of Santucci’s examination of Gramsci’s life and work matches that of the
seminal thought of the master himself.
Antonio A. Santucci (1949–2004) was the Director of the Center for Gramscian
Studies at the Istituto Gramsci in Rome. He taught at the Universities of
Sassari, Parma, and Naples before joining the faculty of the University of Salerno
as professor of political science. Santucci’s numerous publications on Marxist
political thought include the complete Italian critical editions of Gramsci’s preprison and prison letters.

monthly review press
146 West 29th Street, Suite 6W
New York, New York 10001
www.monthlyreview.org
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cover design: Ben Smyth, Grand Opening

Discourse on Colonialism
Aimé Cesaire
Introduction by Robin D. G.
Kelley
“Required reading. Kelley’s brilliant new introduction provides a
wealth of historical and literary
scholarship.”—Gayatri Spivak
$16.00 l 104pp

An Introduction to the Three
Volumes of Karl Marx’s Capital
Michael Heinrich
“Even if you’ve read lots of Marx,
you can still learn a lot by reading this book.”—Doug Henwood
$15.95 l 220pp

A World To Build
New Paths toward 21st Century
Socialism
Marta Harnecker
“An essential guide for both assessing Latin America’s left turn.”
—George Ciccariello-Maher
$19.00 l 224pp

How to Read Karl Marx
Ernst Fischer with Franz Marek
A brief, clear, faithful exposition
of Marx’s major premises, with
particular attention to historical
context.
$18.00 l 224pp

The Ethical Dimensions
of Marxist Thought
Cornel West
“Clear interpretation of what
has been unclear to Marxists and
non-Marxists alike.”—CHOICE
$22.00 l 183pp

In Defense of History
Marxism and the
Postmodern Agenda
Edited by Ellen Meiksins Wood
and John Bellamy Foster
$16.00 l 224pp

ANTONIO
GRAMSCI
Antonio A. Santucci

Preface by

eric hobsbawm
Foreword by

joseph buttigieg

M O N T H LY R E V I E W P R E S S

“An elegant, passionate, and entirely
convincing argument for socialism.”
— PATRICK BOND

philosophy / marxism

—benedetto fontana , Baruch College, author of Hegemony and Power:

Antonio A. Santucci

FROM GOTHA TO NOW

pb2105 / $15.95

“This book is a brilliant and stimulating synthesis of Gramsci’s
life and thought. Students and scholars alike will find it extremely
rewarding. Antonio A. Santucci brings to the study of Gramsci
a fine historical sensitivity and a rigorous theoretical depth.”

ANTONIO GRAMSCI

SOCIALIST
IMPERATIVE
THE

Antonio Gramsci
Antonio A. Santucci
“A brilliant and stimulating
synthesis of Gransci’s life and
thought.”—Benedetto Fontana
$19.00 l 208pp

The Socialist Imperative
From Gotha to Now
“An informed, inspiring and indispensable guide to the necessary
socialist transition of our time.”
—John Bellamy Foster
$22.00 l 224pp
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In his new extensively revised and expanded edition of this book, originally
published as The Law of Value and Historical Materialism, Samir Amin suggests
new approaches to Marxian analysis of the crisis of the late capitalist system of
generalized, financialized, and globalized oligopolies following on the financial
collapse of 2008.
Considering that Marx’s Capital, written before the emergence of imperialism
as a decisive factor in capitalist accumulation, could provide no explanation for
the persistent “underdevelopment” of the countries of the “global South,” Amin
advances several important theoretical concepts extending traditional Marxian
views of capitalist evolution.
Most strikingly, he proposes adding to the model of reproduction in Volume
II of Capital a Third Department of Production devoted to surplus absorption,
necessitated by the capitalist tendency constantly to produce an economic
surplus too large to be realized by the consumption and investment purchases
generated within Marx’s original two-department model.

SAMIR AMIN

Equally interesting is his theoretical concept of “imperialist rent,” derived from
the scaling of radically different wages paid for the same labor in countries of
the North and the South, whose effect has been to provide Northern capital
with sufficient profits to permit it to pacify for a long period its conflict with
the Northern proletariat. To account for this new type of rent he extends the
Marxian “law of value” in the form of a “law of globalized value” whose operations
determine such changes in the polarized world system as the industrial growth
of many Third-World nations within the global imperialist context.

THE LAW OF WORLDWIDE VALUE

PB2334 / $15.95

THE LAW OF
WORLDWIDE VALUE
SAMIR AMIN

Samir Amin was born in Egypt in 1931 and received his Ph.D. in economics in Paris
in 1957. He is director of the Third World Forum in Dakar, Senegal. His numerous works include Eurocentrism: Second Edition, The World We Wish to See,
The Liberal Virus, Accumulation on a World Scale, Unequal Development,
and Spectres of Capitalism.

Cover Design: Ben Smyth, Grand Opening
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Lenin and Philosophy and
Other Essays
Louis Althusser
Introduction by Fredric Jameson
Covers the range of Althusser’s
interests and contributions in
philosophy, economics, psychology, aesthetics, and politics.
$18.00 l 212pp

Karl Marx’s Theory
of Revolution
Volume 1: State and Bureaucracy
Hal Draper
“Extraordinarily stimulating.”
—New York Review of Books
$35.00 l 748pp

The Law of Worldwide Value
Samir Amin
Suggests a fresh Marxian analysis
of the late capitalist system
follwing the financial collapse
of 2008.
$19.00 l 212pp

Karl Marx’s Theory
of Revolution
Volume 2: The Politics of
Social Classes
Hal Draper
“Cuts away some of the myths
surrounding Marx’s political
thought.”—Library Journal
$35.00 l 480pp

Liberal Virus
Permanent War and the
Americanization of the World
Samir Amin
Argues that the ongoing American project to dominate the
world through military force has
its roots in European liberalism.
$19.00 l 128pp

Karl Marx’s Theory
of Revolution
Volume 3: The Dictatorship
of the Proletariat
Hal Draper
Examines how Marx addressed
the issue of dictatorships in
elation to the revolutionary use
of force and repression.
$35.00 l 480pp

Philosophical Arabesques
Nikolai Bukharin
“An insightful contribution to our
understanding of Marxism and
its relation to Hegel. . . . an affirmation of freedom and ethical
life in socialist society.”
—Socialism and Democracy
$50.00 l 407pp

Karl Marx’s Theory
of Revolution
Volume 4: Critique of Other
Socialisms
Hal Draper
Looks at Marx’s critique of other
thinkers, to illuminate what
made Marx’s socialism distinct.
$35.00 l 372pp

Socialism or Barbarism
From the “American Century”
to the Crossroads
István Mészáros
Analyzes the politics of U.S.
global power from Roosevelt to
the present.
$18.00 l 128pp

Karl Marx’s Theory
of Revolution
Volume 5: War and Revolution
Hal Draper and E. Haberkern
Illuminating study of the
changing views of Marx and
Engels on the revolutions and
wars of their times.
$18.00 l 300pp

The Reawakening of
Arab World
Challenge and Change in the
Aftermath of the Arab Spring
Samir Amin
$24.00 l 248pp

The Structural Crisis of Capital
István Mészáros
Lays bare the exploitative
structure of modern capitalism.
$26.95 l 224pp

The Structural
Crisis of Capital
István Mészáros
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When Media Goes to War
HEGEMONIC DISCOURSE, PUBLIC OPINION, AND THE LIMITS OF DISSENT

anthony diMaGGio

current affairs / media studies

“The definitive book on the Tea Party “Makes a significant contribution toward
phenomenon, its fake populism, and its our underst anding of the current
impact on the public sphere. . . . offers political, social, and political climate
an important analysis of how right wing in the U.S. . . . an analytical, engaging,
forces are able to hijack the economic thought-provoking, and informative
insecurity felt by the vast majority and volume.”—Yahya R. Kama li pour,
divert it towards elite driven agendas.” Head, Department of Communication
—Deepa Kumar, Rutgers University; and Creative Arts, Director, Center
author, Outside the Box: Corporate for Global Studies, Purdue University
Media, Globalization, and the UPS Calumet
Strike and Islamophobia and the Politics
“Vital to the immediate future of human
of Empire
rights, civil liberties, and democracy and
“May be one of the most significant will serve as a beacon of understanding
books on cultural politics, the media, and theory building both inside the
and social movements published in the academy and within community activist
last decade. . . . A must read for anyone groups. . . . offers a new interpretation of
concerned about politics, the cultural the Tea Party as a media mediated topapparatuses of public pedagogy, and down phenomenon highly compatible
the emergence of the Tea Party in the with a neo-liberal agenda.”
United States.”—H e n r y G i r o u x, —P e t e r P h i l l i p s, professor of
author, Education and the Crisis of sociology, Sonoma State University
Public Values

Anthony DiMaggio

Anthony DiMaggio is an expert in the study of mass media and public opinion,
and the author of numerous books, including Crashing the Tea Party, When Media
Goes to War, and Mass Media, Mass Propaganda. He has written for various media
outlets, including Counterpunch, Z Magazine, ZNet, MRZine, Black Agenda
Report, Alternet, Common Dreams, and Truthout. He has taught American and
Global Politics at several colleges and universities.

the rise of the tea party

$18.95 / pb2471

“An acute and highly informed analysis of the Tea
Party phenomenon. . . .This lucid and careful study
could hardly be more timely.”—Noam Chomsky
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political discontent
and corporate media
in the age of obama

the rise
of the
tea party
Anthony DiMaggio

“The authoritative must-read on
the subject. . . .This is the one book
everyone concerned about American
politics needs to read, and fast.”
—Robert W. McChesney

The Rosa Luxemburg Reader
Edited by Peter Hudis and Kevin
B. Anderson
“Her fiery critical intellect and
ardent spirit are as vital for this
time as in her own.”
—Adrienne Rich
$23.00 l 432pp

The Problem of the Media
U.S. Communication Politics in
the Twenty-First Century
Robert W. McChesney
“A manifesto for the growing
media reform movement—and
for all citizens who want to
reclaim the media.”—Katrina
vanden Heuval
$17.00 l 304pp

Russia and the Long Transition
from Capitalism to Socialism
Samir Amin
“Compelling, thoughtful, and informative read that is especially
relevant to our understanding
of Vladimir Putin’s Russia of
today.”—Midwest Book Review
$23.00 l 144pp

Making Sense of the Media
A Handbook of Popular
Education Techniques
Eleonora Castaño Ferreira & João
Castaño Ferreira
Shows how teachers can draw on
students’ experiences to develop
their critical skills.
$17.00 l 128pp

When Media Goes to War
Hegemonic Discourse, Public
Opinion, and the Limits of Dissent, Anthony DiMaggio
State-of-the-art left inquiry
exposing the dominant corporate
media system’s continuing
service to Empire.
$24.00 l 384pp

Capitalism and the
Information Age
The Political Economy of the
Global Communication
Revolution
Edited by Robert W. McChesney,
Ellen Meiksins Wood, and John
Bellamy Foster
$16.00 l 256pp

The Rise of the Tea Party
Political Discontent and Corporate Media in the Age of Obama
Anthony Dimaggio
“Shows the Tea Party for what it
is.”—Robert W. McChesney
$18.95 l 288pp

The Political Economy of Media
Enduring Issues, Emerging
Dilemmas
Robert W. McChesney
“Should be read with care and
concern by people who care
about freedom and basic rights.”
—Noam Chomsky
$27.00 l 542pp

Toward an Open Tomb
The Crisis of Israeli Society
Michel Warschawski
“Written as an involved Israeli
Jew who painfully witnesses the
moral degradation of his people.”
—Journal of Palestine Studies
$15.00 l 128pp

Blowing the Roof Off the
Twenty-First Century
Media, Politics, and the Struggle
for Post-Capitalist Democracy
Robert W. McChesney
“One of the thinkers who really
matters to American society.”
—Sen. Bernie Sanders
$28.00 l 272pp cloth only

Behind the Invasion of Iraq
The Research Unit for
Political Economy
“Contributes significantly to
our understanding of the war on
Iraq.”—Nelson Mandela
$15.00 l 144pp

Inside Lebanon
Journey to a Shattered Land with
Noam and Carol Chomsky
edited by Assaf Kfoury
“An erudite and humane
collection.”—John Pilger
$14.95 l 176pp
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Eastern Cauldron
Islam, Afghanistan, Palestine,
and Iraq in a Marxist Mirror,
Gilbert Achcar
“Provides a better analysis than
much of the political analysis
over the past three years.”
—International Socialist Review
$19.00 l 256pp

The Cold War and the New
Imperialism
A Global History, 1945–2005
Henry Heller
Deftly weaves scholarly research
on a vast range of events, countries, and topics into an accessible and provocative work.
$22.95 l 384pp

Global NATO and the
Catastrophic Failure in Libya
Horace Campbell
“Connects the dots between
NATO’s botched criminal operation in Libya and the Western
project for the recolonization of
Africa.”—Norman Girvan
$20.00 l 320pp

Fools’ Crusade
Yugoslavia, NATO, and Western
Delusions
Diana Johnstone
“Magnifies propaganda from the
Yugoslavia wars of the 1990s.”
—PressAction.com
$20.00 l 288pp

The New Crusade
America’s War on Terrorism
Rahul Mahajan
“Well-researched and carefully
argued.”—Tariq Ali
$20.00 l 160pp

Humanitarian Imperialism
Using Human Rights to Sell War
Jean Bricmont,
“Provocative and carefully
argued.”—Alan Sokal, New York
University
$20.00 l 176pp

The Fiction of a Thinkable
World
Body, Meaning, and
the Culture of Capitalism
Michael Steinberg
“A work of remarkable intellectual courage and extraordinary
erudition.”—David Graeber
$23.00 l 233pp

Imperialism Without Colonies
Harry Magdoff
“Magdoff is a great teacher and
an indomitable combatant. His
contributions to socialist theory
are of truly lasting importance.”
—István Mészáros
$18.00 l 160pp

Rag-Tags, Scum, Riff-Raff,
and Commies
The U.S. Intervention in the
Dominican Republic, 1965–1966
Eric Chester Thomas
“Riveting; expands appreciably
our knowledge of the period.”
—International Affairs
$23.00 l 384pp

Wall Street’s Think Tank
The Council on Foreign Relations
and the Empire of Neoliberal
Geopolitics, 1975–2014
Laurence H. Shoup
Sequel to Imperial Brain Trust
shows definitively the U.S. ruling
class role in empire.
$34.00 l 400pp cloth only

Pox Americana
Exposing the American Empire
John Bellamy Foster and
Robert W. McChesney, eds.
$17.00 l 192pp

America’s Addiction
to Terrorism
Henry A. Giroux
"Deeply insightful . . . should be
read by every citizen in Western
societies.”—Michael Lerner
$20.00 l 288pp

“Indispensable for an understanding of the international system,
as it has been and as the leaders of industrial capitalism
intend that it will be.”―NOAM CHOMSKY

WALL STREET’S

THINK

TANK
The Council on Foreign Relations
and the Empire of Neoliberal
Geopolitics, 1976–2014
LAURENCE H. SHOUP
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the politics of

Edward S. Herman and David Peterson
Foreword by Noam Chomsky

—Scott Poynting, professor of sociology, Manchester Metropolitan University

“A tour de force of rigorous Marxist class analysis, reconstituted after its
abandonment by many who succumbed to the virus of postmodernism. . . .
A must read for all progressive and critical thinkers.”
—Henry Veltmeyer, professor of sociology and international development
studies, Saint Mary’s University

“An important contribution to exposing this particularly monstrous imperial
byway and its very ‘deep political’ repercussions.”
—Eric Walberg, author, Postmodern Imperialism: Geopolitics and the Great Games

“In short supply indeed are those who show, as the authors do, that the real
‘histories’ of violence, drug trafficking and guerrilla war in Colombia are not
those repeated by the great majority of media and ‘experts.’”

M O N T H LY R E V I E W P R E S S

OLIVER
VILLAR

—Ward Churchill, author, Acts of Rebellion

U.S. I M P E R I A L I S M
AND CLASS STRUGGLE
I N C O LO M B I A
OLIVER VILLAR AND DREW COTTLE
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COTTLE
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The Hidden
Structure of Violence
Who Benefits from Global Violence and War

MARC PILISUK AND
JENNIFER ACHORD ROUNTREE

Cocaine, Death Squads, and
the War on Terror
U.S. Imperialism and Class
Struggle in Colombia
Oliver Villar and Drew Cottle
“Exceedingly well researched and
written.”—Ward Churchill
$20.00 l 272pp

The Work of Sartre
Search for Freedom and
the Challenge of History
István Mészáros
Examines Sartre’s legacy and
situates it within the historical
and social context of his time.
$28.95 l 360pp

Memoirs of Bernardo Vega
A Contribution to the History
of the Puerto Rican Community
in New York
Edited by Cesar Andreu Iglesias
“Excellent picture of the life of
working-class Puerto Ricans in
New York City during the early
period of settlement.”—CHOICE
$16.00 l 288pp

Big Farms Make Big Flu
Dispatches on Infectious
Diseases, Agribusiness,
and the Nature of Science
Rob Wallace
“Radical science from the
frontlines of the battle against
emergent diseases.”—MIke Davis
$24.00 l 400pp

The Hidden Structure of
Violence
Who Benefits from Global
Violence and War
Mark Pilisuk and
Jennifer Achord Rountree
“A tour de force of erudition
and scholarship, exposition and
organization.”—Mitch Hall
$25.00 l 360pp

Biology under the Influence
Dialectical Essays on Ecology,
Agriculture, and Health
Richard Lewontin & Richard Levins
“Illuminated by an insistence on
a dialectical understanding of biology from the molecular to the
socio-ecological.”—Steven Rose
$29.00 l 400pp

More Unequal
Aspects of Class in
the United States
Edited by Michael D. Yates
Features a wide range of authors
writing on the intersections of
class and race, gender, work,
education, and more.
$18.00 l 160pp

Critique of Intelligent Design
Materialism versus Creationism
from Antiquity to the Present
John Bellamy Foster, Brett Clark,
and Richard York
“Superb history of philosophical
materialism . . . invigorating.”
—Fredric Jameson
$15.95 l 240pp

The Education of Black People
Ten Critiques, 1906–1960
W.E.B. Du Bois
Edited and with a new Introduction by Herbert Aptheker
$18.00 l 224pp

The Science and Humanism of
Stephen Jay Gould
Richard York & Brett Clark
“Brings forth his inspiring
commitment to justice and freedom.”—Noam Chomsky
$16.95 l 224pp

pb2921 / $28.95

philosophy / marxism

“István Mészáros’s expanded critical study of Jean-Paul Sartre not
only makes a powerful case for him as one of the great philosophers
of the twentieth century, but also underlines how the problems
and commitments that animated Sartre make him a vital figure of
continuing importance.”—dominic alexander, Counterfire
praise for the first edition

“In the future no one will be able to write on Sartre without first
studying Mészáros.”— times higher education supplement

This landmark book, first published in 1979, met acclaim as a doubly
important work of radical philosophy. Its subject, Jean-Paul Sartre, was among
the twentieth century’s most controversial and influential philosophers;
its author, István Mészáros, was himself establishing a reputation for profound
contributions to the Marxist tradition, which would continue into the next
century. The Work of Sartre was thus considered essential for its insights on
Sartre and as a piece of Mészáros’s developing politico-philosophical project.
In this completely updated and expanded volume, Mészáros examines the
manifold aspects of Sartre’s legacy—as novelist, playwright, philosopher, and
political actor—and in so doing casts light on the entire oeuvre, situating it
within the historical and social contexts of Sartre’s time. Although critical of
aspects of Sartre’s philosophy, Mészáros celebrates his unyielding commitment
to the struggle against the power of capital, and elucidates what this means
for the individual in the search for freedom.
István Mészáros is a world-renowned philosopher and critic. He left his native
Hungary after the Soviet invasion of 1956. He is professor emeritus at the
University of Sussex, where he held the chair of philosophy for fifteen years.
Among his many books are Social Structure and Forms of Consciousness
Volumes I and II, and Beyond Capital: Toward a Theory of Transition.

István
Mészáros

Oliver Villar is a lecturer in Politics at Charles Sturt University. For the past
decade his research has been devoted to this book. Much of the research
is based on his PhD dissertation on the political economy of contemporary
Colombia in the context of the cocaine drug trade. He has published broadly
on the Inter-American cocaine drug trade, the U.S. War on Drugs and Terror
in Colombia, and U.S.-Colombian relations. Drew Cottle is a senior lecturer
in Politics at the University of Western Sydney. He has written extensively on
international political economy and revolutionary struggles in the Third World,
and is the author of The Brisbane Line: A Re-Appraisal.

U.S. I M P E R I A L I S M
AND CLASS STRUGGLE
I N C O LO M B I A

—Hernando Calvo Ospina, author, El equipo de Choque de la CIA (The CIA Shock Team)

“Exceedingly well researched and written,
this book lays bare the putrid essence of an
important component of U.S. imperialism in
its current form. . . . A vital contribution.”

C OC A IN E
D EAT H S QUA D S
A N D T H E WA R
O N TER R O R

Work of Sartre

—Douglas Valentine, author, The Strength of the Pack: The Politics,
Personalities and Espionage Intrigues That Shaped the DEA

Social Structure and Forms of
Consciousness, Vol. 1
The Social Determination
of Method
István Mészáros
Invaluable critique of particular
figures and a framework for
understanding the problems of
philosophy in the capitalist age.
$29.95 l 464pp
The

Latin America / Current Affairs

“This timely and important book unravels the ‘official discourse’ of the
war on drugs and the related war on terror. . . . A definitive account.”

A ND T H E WAR
C OC A I NE
ON T E RROR
DE AT H S QUA DS

PB2518 / $16.95

“Profound and courageous . . . shows forcibly that the ‘war on drugs’ in Colombia,
as elsewhere, entrenches narco-states in the interests of the empire from which it
emanates, even as its war on terrorism perpetrates and institutionalizes terror.”

The Politics of Genocide
Edward S. Herman and
David Peterson
A brilliant exposé of great
power’s lethal industry of lies.
Defends the right to a truthful
historical memory.”—John Pilger
$15.00 l 144pp
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István Mészáros
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THE TAMING OF THE

AMERIcAN cROwd
FROM STAMP RIOTS TO SHOPPING SPREES

Al Sandine

The Taming of the American
Crowd
From Stamp Riots
to Shopping Sprees
Al Sandine
“An entertaining journey into
American history that illuminates the soul of the country.”
—Ariel Dorfman
$18.95 l 272pp

Powers of Desire
The Politics of Sexuality
Ann Snitow, Christine Stansell,
and Sharon Thompson
“Instant classic.”
—In These Times
$28.00 l 489pp

Dialectical Urbanism
Social Struggles in
the Capitalist City
Andy Merrifield
“A scholarly and well-reasoned
extrapolation of considerable
scholarship and erudite political
thought.”—The Midwest Book
Review
$19.00 l 192pp

Immigrant Women in
the Land of Dollars
Life and Culture on the Lower
East Side, 1890–1925
Elizabeth Ewen
“The book is gracefully written,
inclusive in scope, and informative.”—CHOICE
$19.00 l 303pp

Under Attack, Fighting Back
Women and Welfare
in the United States
Mimi Abramovitz
A history of AFDC and the activities of other groups who have
campaigned hard for improvements in services to the poor.
$18.00 l 160pp

Women and the Politics of
Class
Johanna Brenner
“Written with clarity and moral
passion that is often missing in
many academic feminist writings.”—The Women’s Review of
Books
$20.00 l 330pp

Toward an Anthropology of
Women
Edited by Rayna R. Reiter
“Reveals the astonishing methodological and ideological biases
that permeate almost all of what
we know about the world’s other
cultures.”—Sociology
$19.00 l 416pp

Friends of Alice Wheeldon
The Anti-War Activist Accused of
Plotting to Kill Lloyd George
Sheila Rowbotham
NEW EDITION. Recent research
and a new introduction illuminate a labyrinthine, turbulent
episode in the First World War.
$23.00 l 240pp

The Socialist Feminist Project
A Contemporary Reader in
Theory and Politics
Edited by Nancy Holmstrom
“A landmark in feminist
theory.”—Kathryn Russel
$26.00 l 432pp

Development, Crises, and
Alternative Visions
Third World Women’s
Perspectives
Edited by Gita Sen
& Caren Grown
“Brilliant, lucid, and concise.”
—Norman Girvan
$19.00 l 116pp

Let Me Speak!
Testimony of Domitila, A Woman
of the Bolivian Mines
Domitila Barrios de Chungara
“An important social document.”
—Library Journal
$20.00 l 235pp

When Biology Became Destiny
Women in Weimar
and Nazi Germany
Edited by Renate Bridenthal,
Atina Grossmann, and
Marion Kaplan
$22.00 l 364pp
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MR PRESS CLASSICS

per i al ism

pol i ti cal theory

Monthly Review Press Classics Series reintroduces important titles from the MR Press
archive. Established in 1952 with I.F. Stone’s landmark Hidden History of the Korean
War, MR Press has published more than 500 titles by the world’s leading writers,
historians, and theorists on a range of topics unparalleled in Left publishing.
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political theory

Marxism and Philosophy is Karl Korsch’s masterwork. In it he argues for

reexamination of the relationship between Marxist theory and bourgeois
f r o m t h e saphilosophy,
pa n i s hinsists
c o l o ncentrality
i z atofi the
o nHegelian dialectic and a
t o t h e s e ccommitment
o n d and
wo
r l ond thewa
r Although widely
to revolutionary
praxis.
attacked in its time,
Marxism and Philosophy has attained a place among the most important works
of twentieth-century Marxist theory, and continues to merit critical reappraisal
from scholars and activists today.

Renato Constantino

the black man’s burden

Since it was first published in 1920, The Black Man’s Burden has been widely
recognized as a prime source of education and influence in the field of African
history. Morel reviews the history of each area of Africa, and describes the methods
and techniques used by Western civilization to exterminate, enslave, and exploit
the black populations and their cultures during five centuries. While revolutionary
and post-colonial trends in Africa since World War II have far transcended Morel’s
reform proposals and his appeal to the conscience of white Europeans, his history
m o n t h ly r e v i e w p r e s s c l a s s i c s
and appreciation of the problems of Africa have become more timely than ever.

E.D. Morel (1873-1924) was a British journalist, author, historian, and socialist
politician. He campaigned against the exploitation of Africans by European
imperialists and was a major figure in the pacifist movement during World War I. He
was also the author of Red Rubber, Great Britain and the Congo, and King Leopold’s
Africa.
Translated and withRule
an in
Introduction
by Fred Halliday
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m aturi ty and stagnat ion in
am e ri can cap italism

Nikolai Bukharin

Monthly Review Press
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$15.00 l 175pp

Monthly Review Press Classics Series reintroduces important titles from the MR Press
archive. Established in 1952 with I.F. Stone’s landmark Hidden History of the Korean
War, MR Press has published more than 500 titles by the world’s leading writers,
historians, and theorists on a range of topics unparalleled in Left publishing.
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This work is the foremost history of the area today encompassed in the nations
of Gambia, Senegal, Guinea-Bissau, Cape Verde, Guinea, and Sierra Leone in
the centuries before the area was partitioned between the English, French, and
Portuguese.

Walter Rodney (1942-1980) was a great teacher-activist who emerged from the
m o n t h ly
r e v i e w p r e sstruggle.
s c l a s s iHis
c s influence reached far beyond Guyana,
Caribbean
anti-imperialist
where he was born, to the oppressed peoples of Africa, Latin America, Asia, and
the West Indies. On June 13, 1980 he was killed by an assassin’s bomb placed in
his car in Georgetown, Guyana, at a time when the regime of Prime Minister Forbes
Burnham was intensifying its repression against the opposition of the Working
Peoples Alliance, of which Rodney was founder and leader. His memory is revered
throughout Guyana and the Caribbean as a teacher, hero, and martyr.
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by Austro-Marxism, he was among the first to attempt a synthesis with the new
Keynesian notions. Steindl left Austria after the 1938 anschluss and was a colleague
of Michal Kalecki at the Oxford Institute of Statistics during World War II. His
model of the macroeconomics of growth and distribution has powerful application
to the central questions of today’s global economy.

m o n t h ly r e v i e w p r e s s c l a s s i c s

$20.00 l 255pp

Josef Steindl

Josef Steindl (1912–1993) received his doctorate in economics from the Vienna

Introduction by V.I.Hochschule
Lenin für Welthandel (now the Economic University) in 1935. Influenced

the white man in africa from the
fifteenth century to world war i

monthly
review
press

Walter Rodney

Josef Steindl

This book is the 1976 revision of a work that was first published, according to the
author, “at a time which could not have been less propitious for its success.” It was
the early 1950s, when the mass prosperity of the postwar era was hailed as proof
of the triumph of American capitalism. In the decades since, however, U.S. growth
has steadily slowed. Each decade has seen a lower rate of growth than the previous
m o n t hdecade.
ly r e vReal
i e w wages
p r e s sreached
c l a s s iac speak in the early 70s to which they have never
returned. Events have confirmed Maturity and Stagnation in American Capitalism
as an unparalleled work of economic analysis. Any serious attempt to understand
the course of today’s global capitalism must take into account, and build upon, the
thesis of Maturity and Stagnation in American Capitalism.
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E.D. Morel
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Monthly Review Press Classics Series reintroduces important titles from the MR Press
archive. Established in 1952 with I.F. Stone’s landmark Hidden History of the Korean
War, MR Press has published more than 500 titles by the world’s leading writers,
historians, and theorists on a range of topics unparalleled in Left publishing.
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Monthly Review Press Classics Series reintroduces important titles from the MR Press
archive. Established in 1952 with I.F. Stone’s landmark Hidden History of the Korean
War, MR Press has published more than 500 titles by the world’s leading writers,
historians, and theorists on a range of topics unparalleled in Left publishing.
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Karl Korsch

Monthly Review Press
146 West 29th Street, Suite 6W
New York, NY 10001
www.monthlyreview.org
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E.D. Morel

Karl Korsch (1886-1961) was a prominent German Marxist theorist, writer,
and revolutionary. He was a member of the German Communist Party until the
1920s, and went into exile in 1933, eventually residing in the United States.

Karl Korsch

m o n t h ly r e v i e w p r e s s c l a s s i c s

$15.00
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New Introduction by Grace Lee Boggs
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daughter of Chinese immigrants, she has chronicled her life in struggle in the
autobiographical Living for Change. The James and Grace Lee Boggs Center
to Nurture Community Leadership was founded in 1995 in Detroit to carry on
their work and honor their legacy.

$15.00 l 160pp

Monthly Review Press Classics Series reintroduces important titles from the MR Press
archive. Established in 1952 with I.F. Stone’s landmark Hidden History of the Korean
War, MR Press has published more than 500 titles by the world’s leading writers,
historians, and theorists on a range of topics unparalleled in Left publishing.
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James Boggs (1919–1993) was an African American auto worker and radical
activist raised in rural Alabama. His books include The American Revolution
and Racism and the Class Struggle, both published by Monthly Review Press.

Henri Lefebvre
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a history of the philippines

history

the explosion

More than thirty years of experience in the labor, radical, and black movements
in the United States are distilled by the authors in these pages. This book
provides a concise and instructive review of the revolutions of the twentieth
century, with separate chapters on the Russian, Chinese, Guinea-Bissau, and
Vietnamese revolutions, and examines the various currents of Marxism active
in the revolutions of our times. A second section is devoted to the United
States, and provides a survey of the class forces in American history as well as
authors’
m o n tthe
h ly
r e v i eideas
w p ron
e sthe
s c objects
l a s s i cand
s means of an American revolution. This
edition includes a new introduction by Grace Lee Boggs that puts the book in
its historical context and argues for the continuing imperative of revolution.

Grace
Lee Boggs (1915–) is a philosopher and activist based in Detroit. The
Translated by Alfred
Ehrenfeld
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Henri Lefebvre (1901-1991) was one of the world’s foremost Marxist sociologists.
His major works include the Critique de la Vie Quotidienne, in three volumes, and
The Production of Space.
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Harry Magdoff
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ysis Division at the Department of Commerce
Survey of Current Business. Later, he worked
Commerce Henry Wallace. He is recognized
s of imperialism and was co-editor of Monthly

Henri Lefebvre

1968 laid waste the forecasts of sociologists and political scientists throughout the
world. In this remarkable analysis, Henri Lefebvre took hold of both the immediate
importance and the long-range significance of the movement which began at
Nanterre, where he taught sociology at the University of Paris. Professor Lefebvre
m o n t h ly r e v i e w p r e s s c l a s s i c s
rehearses for the reader the full sweep of Marxist thinking about social change,
and investigates carefully and critically the work of Herbert Marcuse in the light
of the French explosion. His thought ranges far beyond the streets of Paris, taking
as the starting point issues raised by the radical student movement and ultimately
presenting a significant new theory about the nature of power and politics under
conditions of modern capitalism.
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Writing in 1982, four of the foremost theoreticians of the world economy set out their
understanding of the long-term dynamics of global capitalism. Dismissing the stillexisting Soviet Union as a “paper tiger,” they focused instead on the contradictions
of the capitalist world-economy and produced work that canvassed the key forces
that have dominated the end of the twentieth and start of the twenty-first centuries.
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and studied in every modern language, and have taught and lectured throughout
the world.
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Humanity and Society is unlike most other “world” histories, as it does not reflect
a world dominated by Europe and the United States with a supporting cast of
superficially-treated, peripheral countries. Rather, this book seeks to present a nonEurocentric, balanced account of human history, one that is not merely a survey
of kings, parliaments, and wars, but a portrait of the major developments and
integrations of social and cultural movements. The emphasis is on the “larger social
matters: the conditions of labor (slavery, serfdom), the social status of women, war,
m o n t h ly r e v i e w p r e s s c l a s s i c s
economic history,
and political structures.” It provides an account that, while richly
detailed, remains highly readable, and successfully meets the colossal challenge that
the undertaking of a world history presents.

Kenneth Neill Cameron was professor of English at New York University. He was
Samir
Amin, Giovanni Arrighi,
editor of the four-volume Shelley and His Circle, and author of The Young Shelley:
Andre
Gunder
Frank,
and he
Immanuel
Wallerstein
Genesis
of a Radical,
for which
won the Modern
Languages Association’s
McMillan Award, Marx and Engels Today: A Modern Dialogue on Philosophy and
History, and Shelley: The Golden Years.
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Contributors include Ken Coates, W.H. Ferry, David Holloway, Mary Kaldor,
George Kistiakowsky, Jonathan A. Leonard, Henry T. Nash, Emma Rothschild,
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Puerto Rico for too long has been held up by official United States sources as a
“showcase of democracy” and a model of American responsibilities in the Western
Hemisphere. This book separates fact and myth and portrays in scholarly detail
the history of modern Puerto Rico—its combination of real economic progress and
socio-political retardation, its cultural distress and disorganization arising out of
American penetration, its continuing neocolonial character as an American tropical
m o n t hthe
ly humiliating
r e v i e w p rstatus
e s s cof
l a Puerto
s s i c s Ricans as second-class American
dependency,
citizens, and the need for independence and socialism as the twin answers to the
Puerto Rican tragedy.
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He traveled extensively throughout the United States and Caribbean and taught in
many American universities.
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a survey of chemical
a n d b i o l o g i c a l wa r f a r e

The protagonist is the Puerto Rican people; with this book their authentic voice
finally begins to be heard. Silén attempts to restore to his people their history, stolen
from them along with their land and independence, and to restore their character,
smothered by a fog of false ideology based upon the notion that Puerto Ricans are
passive and docile accomplices in their own victimization. The book begins with
the land, the people, the early history and revolts, and rapidly sketches the labor and
nationalist movements, the economy, education, religion, women, before going on
m o n tof
h ly
e v istruggles
e w p r eof
s sthe
c l1960s.
assics
to an account
the repic

Juan Angel Silén is an author and professor at the University of Puerto Rico.
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John Cookson was educated at De La Salle College in Lancashire, England. He
went on to specialize in biochemistry and genetics at the University of Newcastle
and did research in microbiology at the University of London. Judith Nottingham
was educated at the University of Newcastle where she read social studies, and then
politics and social administration.
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In Part One, the authors trace the history of this brutal kind of warfare and name
the corporations, government officials, and universities behind the research and
development, focusing on the U.S., Canada, Great Britain, and Germany. Part Two
describes individual weapons in detail and analyzes their impact on human targets.
By drawing on detailed scientific investigation, A Survey of Chemical and Biological
m o an tdevastating
h ly r e v i ecritique
w p r e sofs these
c l a sweapons
sics
Warfare remains
that continue to maim and
kill millions around the globe.
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Gordon K. Lewis

Gordon K. Lewis (d. 1991) was a professional historian and political scientist,
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Gordon K. Lewis

Originally published in 1981, Protest and Survive presents a broad spectrum of
opinion and information on the dangers inherent in U.S. military and foreign policy,
and the nuclear confrontation between Washington and Moscow that threatened
the entire globe. Decades later, its words are just as relevant. The United States
continues to wield a massive nuclear arsenal and use it to advance a strategy of global
imperialism. First-strike policies, “tactical” nuclear weapons, and pre-emptive war
are becoming increasingly central to the expansion of U.S. empire, thus putting
the security of all humanity at risk. More than a historical document, Protest and
m o n t h ly r e v i e w p r e s s c l a s s i c s
Survive helps us better understand the dangers of long-term U.S. nuclear strategy,
and reminds us that it is a strategy we can resist.
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Teodor Shanin

Paul M. Sweezy (1910-2004) was educated at Harvard University where he received
his Ph.D. in 1937. He was the author of many books, most notably, Theory of
Capitalist Development and Monopoly Capital (with Paul Baran). In 1949 Sweezy,
with Leo Huberman (1903-1968) founded Monthly Review.
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the revolutionary movements of our time. His political theories

the poverty of theory and

E.P. Thompson (1924-1993) was an English historian and socialist activist. He
is the author of numerous works, including The Making of the English Working
Class, and was a founding editor of New Left Review.

$25.00 l 182pp
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Written only a year following the expulsion of American forces from Vietnam, Our
Great Spring Victory chronicles the 1975 general offensive of the Vietnam People’s
Army and the uprisings that ultimately secured the liberation of South Vietnam.
This powerful account, combining historical detail with engaging narrative, was
penned by the PAVN’s chief of staff, General Van Tien Dung, and is based on
his own experiences leading the offensive. He describes, in vivid detail, the final
military campaign as well as the growing excitement among liberation forces as
they make
decisive
m othe
nth
ly r e vlast
i e wpush
p r etos sSaigon.
c l a s sAn
i c sinvaluable piece of history, Our
Great Spring Victory chronicles U.S. imperialism’s most spectacular defeat in the
twentieth century.

s p eeches a nd wri t i ngs of amil car

General Van Tien Dung (1917-2002) was the chief of staff of the Vietnam People’s
Army (1954-1974), PAVN commander-in-chief (1974-1980), and Socialist
Republic of Vietnam defense minister (1980-1986). He planned and lead the final
campaign that liberated South Vietnam and expelled American forces in 1975.
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Amilcar Cabral

Translated by Cedric Belfrage
Amilcar Cabral (1924-1973) was a Guinean engineer, anticolonial theorist,
and revolutionary. He helped to found and lead the anticolonial struggle against
Portuguese colonialism, and was assassinated months before the independence
forces were victorious.
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Manuel Moreno Fraginals
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Amilcar Cabral

A key to understanding this process lies in the writings of Amilcar Cabral, one of
the great revolutionary leaders produced by the long and arduous campaign for
the liberation of Portuguese-dominated Africa—of Angola, Cape Verde, Guineam oBissau,
n t h ly rMozambique,
e v i e w p r e s s cand
l a s São
s i c s Tomé. Cabral launched the Partido Africano da
Independência da Guiné e Cabo Verde (PAIGC) in 1956, and, by 1973, when he
was assassinated, his movement had effectively defeated the Portuguese colonialists.
As Basil Davidson states in his introduction, “Cabral can be recognized even now
as being among the great figures of our time. We do not need to wait for history’s
judgment to tell us that. The evidence is available. Among this evidence are the texts
that follow here.”
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This classic collection of essays by E.P. Thompson, one of England’s most
renowned socialist voices, remains a staple text in the history of Marxist theory.
The bulk of the book is dedicated to Thompson’s famous polemic against
Louis Althusser and what he considers the reductionism and authoritarianism
of Althusserian structuralism. In lively and erudite prose, Thompson argues
for a self-critical and unapologetically humanist Marxist tradition. Also
included are three essays of considerable importance to the development of
m o n t h ly r e v i e w p r e s s c l a s s i c s
the New Left.

co l o n i a l i s m a n d a l i e nat i o n

Renate Zeha, born in 1942, has occupied herself with the problems of the Third
World as her field of study. She received her education in North and Black African
schools, and completed her studies in sociology in Frankfurt.
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developed in the course of the Algerian revolution, and have played a role in virtually
every anticolonial movement since, as well as in many nationalist movements within
the imperialist metropolises. This concise yet thorough book offers analyses of
m o nFanon’s
t h ly rmajor
e v i e wtheories
p r e s s with
c l a as sspecial
i c s emphasis on alienation, and their relevance to
more recent national liberation struggles around the globe. Equally useful for those
who are new to Fanon as well as those already familiar with his work.
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Rosa Luxemburg (1870-1919) was a Marxist theorist, philosopher, and revolutionary.
Born in Poland, Luxemburg was active in and helped to found socialist parties in
both Poland and Germany, and became famous for her theoretical contributions
to Marxism as well as her revolutionary propaganda. After the 1919 Spartacist
uprising in Berlin, she was captured, tortured, and executed.
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Collected here are Rosa Luxemburg’s writings on the question of national selfdetermination and its relationship with socialism. Originally written in Polish,
these works were relatively unknown to readers of English until the first edition
of this book in 1976, although the controversy they created—specifically, the
prominent conflict between Luxemburg and Lenin over the question of national
self-determination—was indeed widely known. Many Marxists who have canonized
Rosa Luxemburg have nonetheless been careful to excise from their collections of
m o n t h ly r e v i e w p r e s s c l a s s i c s
her writings everything that reflected her view of the national question. This volume
is therefore a necessary supplement to all the available Luxemburg anthologies. Of
great value for any student of Marxism, The National Question presents some of
the most important work by one of the twentieth century’s most significant socialist
theorists.
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Ronald L. Meek (1917-1978) was a Marxian economist well-known for his studies
of the labor theory of value. Originally from New Zealand, Meek eventually moved
to England and Scotland where he completed his PhD and taught for many years.
He was a prolific writer and published many books and articles on Marxian theory
and classical political economy.
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John Cookson was educated at De La Salle College in Lancashire, England. He
went on to specialize in biochemistry and genetics at the University of Newcastle
and did research in microbiology at the University of London. Judith Nottingham
was educated at the University of Newcastle where she read social studies, and then
politics and social administration.
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This magisterial work provides an in-depth analysis of nearly all chemical and
biological weapons, their effects, and the politics surrounding their deployment.
In Part One, the authors trace the history of this brutal kind of warfare and name
the corporations, government officials, and universities behind the research and
development, focusing on the U.S., Canada, Great Britain, and Germany. Part Two
describes individual weapons in detail and analyzes their impact on human targets.
By drawing on detailed scientific investigation, A Survey of Chemical and Biological
Warfare remains a devastating critique of these weapons that continue to maim and
kill millions around the globe.
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José Martí (1853-1895) was a Cuban writer, poet, journalist, and revolutionary
independence leader. He spent years in exile in Spain, France, and the United
States, where he wrote and agitated for the cause of Cuban independence and
against annexation by the U.S. Martí returned to Cuba to fight against Spanish rule
and was killed at the Battle of Dos Ríos in 1895. Today he is widely regarded as a
great patriot and the national hero of Cuba.
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José Martí (1853-1895) was a Cuban writer, poet, journalist, and revolutionary
independence leader. He spent years in exile in Spain, France, and the United
States, where he wrote and organized for the cause of Cuban independence and
against annexation by the United States. Martí returned to Cuba to fight against
Spanish rule and was killed at the Battle of Dos Ríos in 1895. Today he is widely
regarded as a great patriot and the national hero of Cuba.
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José Martí (1853-1895) was a Cuban writer, poet, journalist, and revolutionary
independence leader. He spent years in exile in Spain, France, and the United
States, where he wrote and organized for the cause of Cuban independence and
against annexation by the United States. Martí returned to Cuba to fight against
Spanish rule and was killed at the Battle of Dos Ríos in 1895. Today he is widely
regarded as a great patriot and the national hero of Cuba.
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This volume contains a series of essays aimed at illuminating from a Marxist point
of view the theory, history, and roots of imperialism—ranging from the period of
Western Europe’s global expansion associated with the Industrial Revolution
to the era of the multinational corporation, and from the days of colonialism to
modern imperialism without colonies. This work covers the history of European
m o n tglobal
h ly rexpansion
e v i e w p rfrom
e s s 1763
c l a s stoi cthe
s 1970s, and discusses the leading theories of
imperialism such as those of Hobson, Lenin, and Schumpeter. Also included are
Magdoff ’s answers to his critics, specifically concerning causal interconnections
between capitalism and imperialism and the “necessity” of imperialism.
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Harry Magdoff (1913-2006) directed studies of productivity for the WPA in the
1930s. Towards the end of the Second World War, he became chief economist in
charge of the Current Business Analysis Division at the Department of Commerce
where he oversaw publication of the Survey of Current Business. Later, he worked
as special assistant to Secretary of Commerce Henry Wallace. He is recognized
worldwide for his economic analyses of imperialism and was co-editor of Monthly
Review from 1969 until 2006.
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Harry Magdoff

Robert Tressell (1870-1911, real name Robert Noonan) was an Irish-British house
painter, sign maker, writer, and socialist.

Robert Tressell

The author of this great novel of working-class life was a housepainter who, after
many travels, settled in Hastings, England, to work for local builders. In his spare
time, and over many years, he wrote this socialist novel, a masterful account of the
lives and opinions of a group of workers. Tressell died of tuberculosis in 1911 and
it was not until three years later that his book found a publisher. Even then, the
edition comprised only two-thirds of the manuscript, and was greatly distorted.
This American edition is the full book as it was written and finally published by
Lawrence and Wishart in England in 1955.
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Gordon K. Lewis (d. 1991) was a professional historian and political scientist,
educated at the University of Wales, Balliol College, Oxford, and the Department of
Government at Harvard, from which latter university he received a doctoral degree.
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This English-language edition presents the celebrated Cuban writer and
revolutionary José Martí’s thoughts on art and literature. His essays on painters
and literary figures can stand with the best of modern criticism, and his writing
on culture reminds us that Martí deserves to be remembered for far more than his
inestimable contribution to the Cuban independence struggle.
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José Martí

This English-language edition of the celebrated Cuban writer and revolutionary
José Martí’s thoughts on the United States during his time spent there in exile,
from 1881-1895. Collected here are the articles Martí steadily sent back to Latin
America on nearly every aspect of life in the U.S. Included also are his writings on
the rising threat of U.S. imperialism, a phenomenon Martí prophetically warned
would become a menace to the sovereignty and well-being of nations throughout
Latin America—Cuba especially.
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